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 In the mid-1980s the Jamestown Verrazzano Bridge was built in Rhode Island 
spanning the west passage of Narragansett Bay. The bridge was to be founded primarily 
on pre-stressed concrete piles acting as friction piles. A test pile program was conducted 
at the beginning of construction and the measured capacity of the piles was significantly 
lower than predicted values. This led to significant delays in construction, cost overruns, 
and ultimately led to a change in the design of the foundations.  
 The overall objective of this thesis is to evaluate the results of the test pile 
program and attempt to understand why the measured capacities were so much lower 
than design values. 
 The region in which the pre-stressed concrete test piles were driven is known to 
contain sands, non-plastic silts, and organic silts of varying densities.   Pile relaxation is 
known to occur in dilative sands and silts, and it has been hypothesized that this occurred 
at this site. However, no one has been able to quantify how relaxation caused such a 
significant reduction in capacity. There are very few studies on the effects of cyclic pile 
driving in dilative silts, none of which provide correlations to observed pile relaxation 
and cyclic loading. Because of this and the fact that dilative sands and silts exist at other 
potential bridge sites in Rhode Island, this is an important case study to document. 
 Site characterization, geotechnical properties, and load test data was compiled 
from a large quantity of construction reports and correspondence from the project. Static 
capacity analysis was performed for each test pile at design depth and at the depth in 
which the static load tests were actually conducted. The analyses indicated the design 
depths should have been of sufficient depth to provide enough resistance for the design 
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capacities based upon provided boring logs and lab data; this was clearly not the case. 
The analyses also significantly over-predicted the ultimate capacities of the three test 
piles driven well beyond the design depths. 
 The disagreement between the static capacity analysis, CAPWAP and static load 
tests may have been a result of either one of the following reasons: arching, friction 
fatigue, post liquefaction behavior or dilation. It was sugggested that a combination of the 
effects leading to real or apparent pile relaxation may have caused the significant 
difference between measured and predicted ultimate capacities, however, none of these 
effects can fully explain the large differences between predicted capacities and the 
capacities measured in the test pile program. 
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1.1 Problem Statement 
A thorough understanding of the geotechnical properties of soil is essential when 
determining the most cost effective type of deep foundation. Common types of in situ 
geotechnical investigations for cohesionless soils include Standard Penetration Tests 
(SPT) and Cone Penetration Tests. In the laboratory, tests such as Consolidated Drained 
(CD), Consolidated Undrained (CU), and Unconsolidated Undrained (UU) triaxial tests 
are performed to determine effective stress and total stress strength parameters. Both 
types of investigations provide shear strength properties necessary for deep foundation 
design, though lab tests typically provide more accurate results. Many correlations have 
been developed, however, for in situ tests like the SPT to account for sources of error 
inherent to the test providing the ability to predict the soil properties with good 
confidence.  
One type of soil behavior these tests do not account for is dilation during cyclic 
loading and its long term effects. In the mid-1980s the Jamestown Verrazzano bridge was 
built in Rhode Island spanning the west passage of Narragansett Bay. The bridge was to 
be founded primarily on pre-stressed concrete piles acting as friction piles. The boring 
logs utilized in the design of the initial test pile program for this project indicated the 
existence of loose to very dense non-plastic silt layers (50 to 100 feet thick) with an 
underlying, very dense glacial till layer of 10 to 50 feet overlying bedrock. The 
significance of the thick till and silt layers is that there have been instances in which pile 
driving operations in these types of soils, specifically in Providence, Rhode Island, have 
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led to decreased effective stresses, due to dilation, and significant movement of adjacent 
structures founded on the same soil types (Bradshaw et al., 2007). Decreased effective 
stresses can lead to pile relaxation, which is a measured decrease in ultimate pile capacity 
caused by decreased shaft resistance due to dissipation of excess pore pressures over 
time.  This behavior has been shown to occur in dense non-plastic silts and glacial till 
with low permeability. 
The Jamestown Verrazzano Bridge initial test pile program included the 
installation of four driven pre-stressed concrete test piles. The determination of the depth 
of penetration was based on static capacity analyses using SPT blow counts to 
characterize soil strength. Of the four test piles, three failed to reach the predicted 
ultimate capacity at the anticipated depth. These results are shown in Table 1.1. This 
failure to meet the design capacity ultimately resulted in the termination of the initial pile 
driving contract and associated costs, a redesign of the piles for two of the four sections 
of the bridge, and an 18 month construction delay. Although it has been speculated that a 
combination of problem soil conditions and insufficient site investigations led to the 
delays, no formal study of this important case study has ever been published. 
 





Static Load Test 
Results (tons) 
West Approach Test Pile #1 340 83 
West Approach Test Pile #2 340 240 
Trestle Test Pile #1 330 180 
Trestle Test Pile #4 330 520 




1.2 Objectives and Methodology 
 The objective of this thesis is to investigate the reasons behind the $97 million 
cost overrun of the pile foundations associated with the Jamestown Verrazzano Bridge in 
the 1990’s.  In order to meet this objective, the following research was conducted: 
- Review of the chronology of the test pile program 
- Static capacity analyses of the four test pile sites 
- Analysis and comparison of the static load tests and CAPWAP results 
- Analysis of pile driving records 
 The objectives were met by reviewing the Jamestown Verrazzano Bridge project 
files only recently provided to the University of Rhode Island by the Rhode Island 
Department of Transportation (RIDOT). The project files contained correspondences 
between the prime contractor, geotechnical consultants and RIDOT as well as previous 
subsurface investigations, boring logs, lab data, static load tests and dynamic load tests. 
Through a review of the available correspondences, a succinct chronology was 
developed. 
 The lab data and boring logs provided the information required to conduct a static 
capacity analysis of each test pile site. Two different boring logs were used in the 
analysis as well as three different methods of determining the shaft resistance and three 
different methods of determining the toe resistance. The results were then compared to 




 Because the boring logs indicated the existence of medium dense to very dense 
sand and silt, it was assumed the static load tests were conducted under drained 
conditions. Therefore, an analysis of the static load test results was conducted to 
determine if the tests were performed as such as a means of assessing how accurate the 
tests were in regards to the actual pile performance. The soil parameters used to model 
soil resistance in CAPWAP analysis can be altered based upon static load test results as 
an attempt to improve the predicted capacity of a pile. Therefore, the CAPWAP ultimate 
capacity values were compared to the static load test results to determine whether the soil 
models were an accurate depiction of the in situ conditions. 
 It is widely accepted that pile driving blow counts of less than ten blows per inch 
are required to fully mobilize the ultimate to capacity of a pile. In order to determine if 
the ultimate toe capacities were mobilized, an analysis of the pile driving logs was 
conducted and compared to the CAPWAP and static load test ultimate capacity values. 
1.3 Organization of Thesis 
 The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: 
- Chapter 2 reviews methods of static capacity analysis, static and dynamic 
testing, and possible reasons for real and apparent pile relaxation 
- Chapter 3 provides background information of the Jamestown Verrazzano 
Bridge test pile program. 
- Chapter 4 provides a subsurface description of the Jamestown Verrazzano 
Bridge site. 
- Chapter 5 presents the analysis of compiled ultimate capacity data. 
- Chapter 6 summarizes the major findings and conclusions.  
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2. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
The capacity of driven piles can be predicted using several different methods of 
static capacity analysis. During pile driving, the capacity of piles can be estimated using 
several different types of dynamic load testing. Upon completion of the pile driving 
process, the capacity of driven piles may be verified by conducting a static load test. This 
chapter will discuss in detail the methods used to determine the capacity of piles in 
addition to phenomena which affect the capacity of piles during and after pile driving. 
 
2.1 Standard Penetration Test 
 
 
Subsurface investigations are generally conducted prior to the design of a 
foundation in order to accurately determine the geotechnical properties of the underlying 
soil. One such investigation is the standard penetration test (SPT) and is the most 
common method used in the United States, initially developed in 1902 and standardized 
in the 1930’s. SPT can be used to determine the resistance to penetration of a soil, the 
location of the water table, and to obtain a representative soil sample. The resistance of 
the soil is measured by dropping a hammer onto a drill rod which drives a split-spoon 
sampler that extracts a soil sample. The sample is used for classification, index tests and 
determination of changes in the strata. The number of drops of the hammer onto the drill 
rod are recorded as N-values. The height at which the hammer is dropped is 30 inches 
from the drill rod and the weight of the hammer is 140 lbs. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show 






Figure 2-1 Split Spoon Sampler (Mohr, 1940) 
 




The size of the hammer, type of hammer and height at which the hammer is 
dropped can vary, but should be in line with standard practices outlined in ASTM D 1586 
in order to ensure appropriate correlations of  measured N-values. Numerous factors can 
affect the measured N-value and correlations have be developed to account for the 
affects. A simplified equation which normalizes the affects is listed below: 
 
𝑁1(60) = 𝑁𝑚𝐶𝑁𝐶𝐸                                                                                                          (2.1) 
 
N1(60) represents the SPT blow counts corrected for energy (CE) and overburden 
stress (CN), and may include other correction factors based upon the experience of the 
engineer (Baxter et al. 2005). 
Vertical effective stress increases with depth and affect the N-values as depth 
increases due to increased confining pressure from overlying soil. There have been 
correlations developed between N-values and soil resistance which correct for this 
phenomenon in which case the N-values are normalized at any particular depth to a 
reference stress of 1 tsf. One of the most widely used equations to account for the 
overburden stress is (Peck et al., 1974): 
    𝐶𝑁 = 0.77log �40𝜎′𝑣�                                                                              (2.2) 
  
The majority of correlations used to determine N1(60) were developed from tests in 
cohesionless soils under drained conditions. Therefore, the SPT method described above 
is not typically used for cohesive soils and presents some difficulty in accurately 
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determining N1(60) in silts if the silts are found to have cohesive properties. Accordingly, 
Peck (1974) points out that N values obtained from saturated, fine or silty, dense or very 
dense sands may be abnormally greater due to the tendency of these types of soils to 
dilate during shear under undrained conditions and should be used conservatively.  
Because the scope of this paper includes an analysis of provided SPT data which 
was correlated to the shear strength and capacity of cohesionless soils, it should be noted 
that the available literature recommends cone penetration tests (CPT) for cohesionless 
soils, which is not the standard practice in the United States.  
 
2.2 Determination of Friction Angles and Soil Unit Weights 
 
 
The angle of internal friction (φ’), commonly referred to as the effective stress 
friction angle, can be defined as a stress dependent component of shear strength of a soil 
similar to that of sliding friction in solids (Holtz and Kovacs, 1981). Because the unit 
weight of the soil determines the vertical stress at a given depth and because the stress at 
a given depth affects the behavior of the soil, unit weight of the soil must also be 
determined. The friction angle of a soil is a strength parameter in that the value can be 
correlated to the shear strength of a soil according to the Coulomb equation for a 
cohesionless soil (c’ = 0): 
 
𝜏𝑓 = 𝜎′𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑′                                                                                                                               (2.3) 
where: 
τf  = Shear strength of the soil. 
φ’ = Effective angle of internal friction. 




 The friction angles of cohesionless soils can be derived from SPT data using a 
number of available correlations. One method used to correlate the two was the method 
put forth by Peck et al. (1974) as: 
 
𝜑′ = (0.3𝑁)𝑐𝑛 + 27𝑜                                                                                               (2.4) 
where: 
𝑐𝑛 = 0.77𝑙𝑜𝑔 �40𝜎′𝑣�                                                                                                                (2.5) 
and: 
φ’  =  Effective internal friction angle. 
N   = Uncorrected SPT blow count. 
σ’v  = Effective vertical stress. 
cn    = Overburden correction factor (2.0 < cn < 0.4) 
 
  
 Friction angles were correlated to SPT data using the Peck et al. (1974) method as 
well as correlations presented inthe Bowles (1977) and Terzaghi, Peck & Mesri (1996). 
Each of these methods were developed from tests in cohesionless soils under drained 
conditions. If these correlations are to be used to determine friction angles for undrained 
conditions, the determined values would not be representative of the actual shear strength 
of the soil.  
 The unit weight of a soil can be determined from correlations to SPT N values, as 





Table 2-1 Correlation of Uncorrected SPT N-Value with Total Unit Weight and Friction Angle (Kulhawy and 
Mayne, 1990) 
 
2.3 Static Capacity Analysis 
The purpose of a static capacity analysis is to determine the pile type, width, 
embedment depth and number of piles required to satisfy the calculated ultimate limit 
state in the axial direction. There exist numerous static capacity analysis methods, 
however, only the 3 most common methods to determine shaft resistance and 3 most 
common methods to determine toe resistance will be discussed. 
 
2.3.1 Nordlund Method for Determining Shaft and Toe Resistance 
  
The Nordlund Method was developed in 1963 (updated by Nordlund in 1979) and 
is the most widely used static capacity analysis method for calculating toe and shaft 
resistance in cohesionless soils by practicing engineers. The method was based upon the 
results of load test programs in cohesionless soils for numerous pile types and is 
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considered semi-empirical. Some advantages of this method are that it includes the 
effects of the pile-soil friction coefficient when determining the shaft resistance and two 
limiting factors are included in the toe capacity method. In order to determine the 
ultimate capacity of a pile, Qu, in a cohesionless soil the shaft resistance, Rs, and toe 
resistance, Rt are summed. The Nordlund Method equation is below: 
 
𝑄𝑢 =  �𝐾𝛿𝐶𝐹𝑝𝑑 sin (𝛿 + 𝜔)cos (𝜔) 𝐶𝑑∆𝑑 +  𝛼𝑡𝑁′𝑞𝐴𝑡𝑝𝑡                                                          𝑑−𝐷
𝑑=0
                  (2.6) 
      
Where the variables are (from Hannigan et al., 1998): 
d=Depth. 
D=Embedded pile depth. 
Kδ=Coefficient of lateral earth pressure at depth d. 
CF=Correction factor for Kδ when ω = 0. 
pd=Effective overburden pressure at the center of depth increment d. 
δ=Friction angle between pile and soil. 
ω=Angle of pile taper from vertical. 
φ=Soil friction angle. 
Cd=Pile perimeter at depth d. 
∆d=Length of pile segment 
αt=Dimensionless factor (dependent on pile depth-width relationship). 
N’q=Bearing capacity factor 
pt=Effective overburden pressure at the pile toe.  
 
(The 𝐾𝛿, 𝐶𝐹, αt, N’q, values can be determined from figures taken from Hannigan et al., 
1998.) 
 
If the pile is not tapered it is considered to have a uniform cross section, therefore 
ω = 0 as is the case for most precast pre-stressed concrete piles (PPC). If ω = 0 and the 
soil layers vary in effective unit weight and friction angle, Equation 2.6 can be simplified 




𝑄𝑢 = (𝐾𝛿𝐶𝐹𝑝𝑑 sin 𝛿𝐶𝑑𝐷) + �𝛼𝑡𝑁′𝑞𝐴𝑡𝑝𝑡�                                                                           (2.7) [𝑄𝑢 =(Rs) + (Rt)] 
 
in which a limiting factor referred to as limiting toe resistance, qL, is used when 
determining Rt. The toe resistance is equal to the lesser value of the following two 
equations: 
 
𝑅𝑡 = 𝑞𝐿𝐴𝑡                                                                                                                                      (2.8)                       
𝑅𝑡 = 𝛼𝑡𝑁′𝑞𝐴𝑡𝑝𝑡                                                                                                                           (2.9) 
 
The limiting factor, qL, is determined from a Hannigan et al. figure as well and increases 
in an exponential manner as the soil friction angle increases. 
The Nordlund method is also used to determine the capacity of piles in 
cohesionless soils by computer programs such as DRIVEN, which is recommended by 
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) as a means of verifying calculations.  
The parameter which most influences the Nordlund method is the soil friction 
angle. If the soil friction angle is not determined through laboratory tests it is estimated 
using correlations of corrected SPT N1 values. The different correlations between friction 
angle and SPT data will be discussed in section 2.5. Another disadvantage is the 
Nordlund method does not utilize a limiting factor for shaft resistance, though a limiting 
factor of 150kPa is used for the effective overburden pressure when calculating the toe 
resistance. Also, the values determined from the Hannigan et al. (1998) figures are 
subject to some interpretation which could produce some slight error. 
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2.3.2  β Method 
 
The Effective Stress Method, commonly referred to as the β Method, is a widely 
used method of determining the shaft capacity of piles in cohesive and cohesionless soils. 
The method is best used when determining the static capacity of piles in drained soils 
because the method is based upon effective stresses at failure in an attempt to model the 
long term strength of the soil. The Effective Stress Method can be used to predict shaft 
and toe capacities, however, this section will only focus on calculating the shaft capacity 
in cohesionless soil. Like the Nordlund Method, the Effective Stress Method is also semi-
empirical (Hannigan et al., 1998). 
The unit shaft resistance is calculated using the following equation: 
 
𝑓𝑠 = 𝛽?̅?𝑜                                                                                                                                      (2.10) 
 
where: 
𝑓𝑠= Shaft resistance. 
𝛽= Bjerrum-Burland beta coefficient = Ks tan δ. 
?̅?𝑜= Average effective overburden pressure along the pile shaft. 
Ks= Earth pressure coefficient. 
δ= Friction angle between pile and soil. 
 
 The ultimate shaft resistance, Rs, is then computed from the sum of fs for each soil 
layer: 




𝐴𝑠= Surface area determined from pile perimeter and length of pile embedded in soil 
layer. 
If the friction angle of the soil is known, beta values for Equation 2.10 can be 
taken from Figure 2.3.  
 
Figure 2-3 Chart for Estimating β Coefficients (after Fellenius, 1991) 
 
The parameter which most influences the Beta Method is the friction angle as it 
used to determine the beta values. A major disadvantage to the Beta Method is that 
selecting the beta value is subject to interpretation based upon Figure 2.3 and it is 





2.3.3  Bearing Capacity Theory 
 
 Bearing Capacity Theory has seen widespread use for over 70 years. The method 
is based upon developed bearing capacity factors derived from SPT data through an 
attempt to determine a shear model based upon friction angle, cohesion, and unit weight 
of the soil. The Bearing Capacity Theory equation used for determining the cohesionless 
soils under drained conditions is: 
 
𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝛾′𝐵𝑁𝛾∗ + 𝑞′𝑁𝑞∗                                                                                                             (2.12) 
where: 
𝛾′= Effective unit weight of the soil. 
𝐵= Diameter of the pile. 
𝑁𝛾
∗= Bearing capacity factor based upon φ’, γ’ and Ir. 
𝑞′= Effective overburden stress at pile toe. 
𝑁𝑞
∗= Bearing capacity factor based upon, φ’, q’ and Ir. 
 
In order to determine the bearing capacity factors, the friction angle must be 
known and rigidity index must be calculated. A common equation for calculating the 
rigidity index is: 
 





Ir= Rigidity index. 
Es=Stress-strain modulus of the soil. 
𝜈 = Poisson’s ratio (values for cohesionless soils range between 0.3 - 0.5) 
q’=Effective overburden stress at pile toe. 




2.3.4  Meyerhof Methods 
 
The Meyerhof method was developed in 1976 and correlates SPT N1 values 
directly to the static capacity of a pile in a homogenous and cohesionless soil. This 
method is based upon the analyses of many load tests in numerous types of cohesionless 
soils and is purely empirical (Meyerhof, 1976). Because the type of cohesionless soil 
does not directly influence the method and due to the method being based upon SPT data, 
it is commonly used as a quick means of determining capacity and is not recommended 
for design purposes (Hannigan et al., 1998).  
The Meyerhof equation for the average shaft resistance of a driven displacement 
pile, such as a prestressed concrete pile, is:  
 
𝑓𝑠 = 2𝑁′��� ≤ 100 𝑘𝑃𝑎  (𝑁′ = 𝑁1)                                                                                          (2.14) 
 
where 𝑁�′ is the average of the overburden stress corrected SPT values along the 
embedded length of the pile. 
There are two Meyerhof equations for determining the unit toe resistance and both 
are just as straightforward as the shaft resistance equation. However, some discretion is 
required when determining whether the pile is embedded in a homogenous soil or if the 
embedment depth is near the interface of two strata in which the overlying strata is 
weaker.  The two equations are: 
𝑞𝑡 = 400𝑁′���𝑂 + (40𝑁′���𝐵 − 40𝑁′���𝑂)𝐷𝐵𝑏 ≤ 400𝑁′���𝐵                                                            (2.15)  
(Pile toe near interface of two strata) 
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q𝒕 = 40𝑁′���𝐵𝐷𝐵b ≤ 400𝐷𝐵                                                                                                          (2.16) 
(Pile toe embedded in homogenous cohesionless soil) 
where the variables are (Hannigan et al., 1998): 
qt=Unit toe resistance. 
𝑁′���𝑂= Average corrected SPT N’ value for the stratum overlying the bearing stratum. 
𝑁′���𝐵=Average corrected SPT N’ value of the bearing stratum. 
𝐷𝐵 =Pile embedment depth into the bearing stratum. 
b = Pile diameter 
 
Limiting factors are placed upon qt and they are: 
 
qL= 400𝑁′���𝐵(for sand and gravel)         (2.17) 
 
qL=300𝑁′���𝐵(for silts)           (2.18) 
 
 
2.4 Static and Dynamic Pile Testing 
The ultimate capacity of a pile determined using static capacity analysis is only as 
good as the subsurface investigations and the engineer’s understanding of the local soil 
behavior. By performing dynamic pile testing and static load testing, the calculated 
capacity can be verified with greater certainty.   
 
 
2.4.1  Static Load Testing 
 
 
 It is widely accepted that a properly performed static load test will yield the most 
accurate capacity of any given capacity analysis. Though the results of the test are the 
most accurate, the tests are generally only used if they are deemed cost-effective due to 
the relative high cost of performing the test compared to dynamic load tests. 
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A static load test provides the amount of elastic compression the pile endures 
while loaded, a measurement of pile displacement, and an accurate means of measuring 
the applied load. An example of a typical static load test set up is provided in Figure 2.4. 
 
Figure 2-4 Typical arrangement for applying load in an axial compressive test (Kyfor et al. 1992) 
 
 As illustrated in Figure 2.4, the applied load is transferred from a reaction frame 
through a hydraulic ram. A measurement of the load being transferred is monitored by a 
dial gage and LVDT while the use of strain gages and tell-tales provides the quantity of 
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the load which is transferred to the shaft and toe of the pile. The displacement 
(deflection) of the pile head is then plotted with a corresponding load and a failure 
criterion is applied based upon the elastic deformation of the pile. It is noted that the 
definition of failure used for all static load tests reviewed in this study was the Davisson 
failure criterion which is the recommended criteria by AASHTO (1992) and Kyfor et al. 
(1992).  
The application of a failure criterion establishes a failure envelope based upon the 
elastic deformation of the pile. The failure criteria line is plotted at the determined 
distance from the elastic deformation line, Kyfor et al. (1992) recommends a value of 
D/30 where D is the pile diameter. The point at which the load-deflection curve crosses 
the failure criteria line indicates the ultimate capacity of the pile. A typical static load test 
result illustrating the use of an elastic deformation line, failure criteria and load-





Figure 2-5 Typical Static Pile Load-Movement Results (Hannigan et al., 1998) 
 
Static load tests can also provide a sense of the pile behavior in regards to if it is 
being supported by shaft resistance or toe resistance (Brüninghold, 2004). 
 
2.4.2 Dynamic Pile Testing 
 
 Dynamic pile testing can be defined as a measurement of strain and acceleration 
at the pile head as a pile is driven by a pile driving hammer in which the measurements 
are used to evaluate the pile driving system, pile integrity, static pile capacity and soil 
resistance distribution along the pile (Hannigan et al., 1998).  
Force and acceleration data is typically measured by means two sets of strain 
gauges and accelerometers mounted at the pile head and correlated to pile capacity by 
means of a pile driving analyzer (PDA).  The PDA consists of a software suite which 
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allows the operator to input the pile hammer parameters, which in turn, analyzes the static 
capacity of the pile for each blow of the pile based upon the transferred energy from the 
hammer to the pile. The major advantage of this widely used method is that it provides 
real time estimates of static capacity to the operator. However, this method is not the 
most accurate means of predicting capacity as it does not take into account soil strength 
parameters. 
It is widely accepted that the use of the Case Pile Wave Analysis Program 
(CAPWAP) is the most reliable means of determining the static capacity of a pile through 
dynamic testing. The major advantage of CAPWAP is that it provides the resistance 
distribution, providing an assessment of the toe and shaft capacities. CAPWAP utilizes 
the PDA force and velocity measurements from one blow of a pile driving hammer to 
perform an iterative curve fitting technique where the pile response determined in a wave 
equation model is matched to the measured response of the actual pile for a single 
hammer blow (Bradshaw et al., 2004). The wave equation analysis is modeled after a 
continuous pile segments and the soil resistance modeled by elasto-plastic springs and 
dashpots representing static and dynamic resistance, respectively. Once estimates of the 
soil resistance distribution are made, the program develops an equilibrium head force 
wave which is then compared to a PDA determined force wave. Because the waves will 
not agree initially, the soil model assumptions are continually adjusted until the two 
waves match. Possible errors in using the CAPWAP program include (Rausche et al., 
1985): 
1. Capacity is not fully mobilized at the time wave velocity is measured. 
2. The impact energy is insufficient to mobilize all soil resistance. 
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3. The predicted capacity can change due to pile set up or relaxation. 
 
 As a way of correlating static and dynamic pile test data, damping factors, J, were 
proposed by Rausche et al. (1985). The notion behind developing a damping factor was 
to equate the velocity component of the dynamic load data set to static capacity. This was 
accomplished by determining the Rs of 69 piles and then correlating the values to the 
CAPWAP data through an empirical means illustrated in the study.  Of the 69 piles, 49 
piles were close end piles, 15 were prestressed concrete, 10 were timber and 3 were H-
piles. A table of proposed J values is shown in Figure 2.6. 
 
 
Figure 2-6 Proposed Values of Damping Factors Used in CAPWAP Analysis, (Rausche et al.,1985) 
 
 It was also determined by Rausche et al. (1985) that low damping values, 0.0-0.2, 
indicated very low toe velocity subsequently reducing the effects of the damping values 
on the equation governing the CAPWAP static capacity value. Conversely, as toe 
velocity increased, as did the sensitivity to the selected damping value. It is then implied 
that if there is a significant range of unit weights and friction angles in a particular strata, 




2.5 Possible Mechanisms Leading to Reduced Capacity of Piles 
 
 In addition to the phenomenon of dilation in dense sands resulting in reduced 
shear strength, there exist other mechanisms that may affect shear strength to include 
arching, liquefaction and friction fatigue. The literature available concerning the 
mentioned methods of failure is not extensive. Furthermore, the literature available on 
these phenomena only provide recognition that the phenomena exists and do not directly 
provide correlations to the reduced pile capacity noted during the studies. 
 
2.5.1  Liquefaction 
 Liquefaction can be defined as an undrained phenomenon which occurs 
during cyclic loading, typically earthquakes, and results in the transformation of a solid 
soil into a liquefied state. Referring specifically to saturated cohesionless soils, this 
phenomenon occurs when soils undergoes cyclic loading in such a manner to produce a 
tendency of densification, which, in turn, increases the pore water pressure. If the pore 
water pressure does not dissipate, which can be the case during rapid loading, the 
pressure builds up to a point the effective stress is equal to zero and the soil loses its 
strength (Seed & Idriss, 1982; Kramer, 1996). According to Terzaghi et al. (1996), the 
soils most susceptible to liquefaction are cohesionless soils that have a tendency towards 
contraction and have low permeability, or non-plastic silty sands containing less than 5% 




The cyclic resistance of soils can be quantified by field based methods or 
laboratory test results. An example of cyclic triaxial test results on Rhode Island silts is 
shown in Figure 2-7 and 2-8 (Taylor 2011).  
 The behavior displayed by the Rhode Island silt in regards to the hysteresis loop 
indicates a decrease in stiffness and therefore an increase of energy dissipated into the 
system. The results shown in Figure 2.7 indicate an accumulation of excess pore water 
pressures and an increase in strain as the number of cycles increase.   
 
Figure 2-7 Deviator stress (kPa) with axial strain (%) hysteresis loop from a stress controlled cyclic triaxial test 












Number of cycles 
Figure 2-8 Pore pressure increase from a stress controlled cyclic triaxial test for a Rhode Island silt, Taylor 
(2011). 
 
It can be derived from Figures 2.7 and 2.8 that as the material is cyclically loaded 
under undrained conditions in the field, there exists the potential for liquefaction due to 
the decreased stiffness and increased excess pore water pressures. Though it can be 
assumed the soil liquefies during pile driving, it is unclear whether or not the soil retains 
the same friction angle after it transitions from the liquefied state. 
 
2.5.2 Arching 
 Arching can be defined as a circumferential mechanism which develops during 
pile driving in dense marine soils that limits the immediate amount of radial stress acting 
upon a pile shaft. This effect has been predicted to recede over time, allowing for 
significant increase not only in strength, but also in stiffness and dilation (Chow and 
Jardine, 1998).  
 The mechanism of arching has been determined to occur in cohesionless material 
as a result of the pile tip of a cyclic driven pile compressing the soil beneath it and at 

















the pile continues to be driven, the soil at the pile-soil interface is pulled in a downward 
motion and can be considered loose, or less dense than the surrounding soil. As a result, 
the actual shaft capacity is likely to be lower than the predicted shaft capacity due to 
decreased horizontal effective stresses (effective radial stress) at the interface despite 
higher stress values (hoop stresses) in the surrounding soil. It can also be assumed that 
lower effective radial stresses at the interface are in a sense “locked in” by the higher 
stresses in the surrounding soil (Chow and Jardine, 1998). Figure 2.9 illustrates the 
arching effect.  
 
 
Figure 2-9 Arching Mechanisms around Pile Shaft (Chow and Jardine, 1998) 
 
A study of this mechanism conducted by Chow and Jardine (1998) concluded that 
though shaft resistance is initially reduced, an 85% increase in shaft capacity is was noted 
to occur between 6 months to 5 years for open-ended piles driven into dense marine 
cohesionless soil (the piles used for this study met the plugging criteria, therefore it can 
be assumed the same increase in shaft resistance will occur for concrete piles under 
similar driving and soil conditions). Initially it was speculated that a change in the 
geologic conditions (increase in tidal pore pressure) in the area of the test piles was the 
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cause of the increased pile capacity, however, upon further study it was deduced that sand 
creep was the likely component as the changes in tidal pressure was not significant 
enough to cause such a noted increase in capacity. Sand creep was concluded to be the 
cause as it could lead to a reduction in dilation caused during pile driving, thus reducing 
the arching mechanism and increasing the radial stress acting on the pile. 
Though the study conducted by Chow and Jardine (1998) provides valuable 
insight into a potential cause of overestimating the initial capacity of piles cyclically 
driven into dense marine sands, a correlation to initial reduction in capacity was not 
provided. However, it is noted that the capacity of the piles studied was calculated by 5 
groups of researchers using 5 different methods. The average value of calculated 
capacity, Qc, to measured capacity, Qm, was found to be 1.6, indicating that the initial 
capacity of the piles was 40% less than the predicted value. 
 
2.5.3 Friction Fatigue 
 
 Friction fatigue can be defined as a reduction of mobilized horizontal effective 
stress due to cyclic loading during pile driving operations in sand which results in a 
reduction in shaft resistance (White & Lehane, 2004). This phenomenon has been 
produced and measured by several researchers through the testing of monotonic and 
cyclically installed model and instrumented piles.  
 The phenomenon of friction fatigue of piles driven in sand was first presented by 
Vesic (1970), though the term friction fatigue had not been coined yet. During his 
analysis of the phenomenon, Vesic (1970) states that bearing capacity is primarily 
dependent on three variables: the coefficient of lateral pressure dependent on friction 
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angle and relative density (𝐾𝑠
∗), bearing capacity factor based upon friction angle and 
relative density (𝑁𝑞
∗) and the coefficient of friction between the soil and pile (δ). 
According to the author, these factors will affect the unit resistances in sand 
proportionally in a linear fashion. However, as he points out, anomalies affecting strength 
and unpredicted scale effects have occurred during testing of piles which could not be 
explained by the theories of the time. 
 Vesic’s (1970) publication is focused on the results of two piles tests conducted at 
the Georgia Institute of Technology and at the Chevreuse Test Station near Paris. The 
testing involved measuring the shaft and toe capacities of driven, jacked and buried large 
scale piles. The findings of both tests, completed between 1960 and 1965, indicated toe 
and shaft resistance of piles in sand increases linearly with depth, but only to a certain 
point which was initially determined to be a function of arching. Because the arching 
phenomenon could not be fully explained and due to the ultimate loads of the shafts of 
the piles varying somewhat significantly in tension and compression, Vesic (1970) 
believed there was the possibility of a scaling error leading him to doubt the conclusions 
of the report. As a result, Vesic (1970) attempted to reproduce the Georgia Tech study 
using larger instrumented piles at the site of the Ogeechee River Bridge located 
approximately eighteen miles west of Savannah, Georgia. Boring logs taken at the site 
indicated medium dense to dense sand, similar to the composition of sands of the Georgia 
Tech study. 
 Two test piles were used for the study were an 18 inch diameter closed pipe pile 
and a 16 inch square PPC. The pipe pile measured 51.5 feet in length, the PPC 55 feet in 
length and both were driven by a diesel hammer to a depth of approximately 50 feet.  The 
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pile displacements were measured for both piles during driving and the axial pile loads 
were measured for the pipe pile through 6 strain gages installed at near equal spacing 
along the pile. The pipe pile was driven and load tested in 5 stages at corresponding 
depths of 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 feet. The results reasonably compared to early tests in that 
the linear relationship between resistance and depth ceased at a certain depth. The depth 
at which this occurred was determined to be between a depth of 10 and 20 pile diameters. 
This relationship was developed Vesic (1970) by plotting shaft resistance with 
depth at each stage of testing. The shaft resistance distribution displayed parabolic 
behavior, as shown in Figure 2.10, and indicated shaft resistance was concentrated 
towards the upper portion of the pile for shorter piles and more towards the pile toe in 
longer piles.  
 
 
Figure 2-10 Distribution of Skin Friction Along Pile Shafts (Vesic, 1970) 
 





















Many other studies have since been conducted to determine the characteristics of 
friction fatigue, the most influential completed by Chow & Jardine (1996) in which the 
effective horizontal stress (σ’hs) was measured for both monotonic and cyclic driven piles 
in sand outfitted with horizontal stress sensors. The focus of studying 𝜎′ℎ𝑠 was not only 
to provide soil behavior characteristics, it was also required in order to interpret model 
pile test results. The results of the tests showed σ’hs profiles corresponded to cone 
penetration test (CPT) end resistance profiles (qc) indicating that σ’hs was a function of 
the in situ sand state. For each pile, three of the previously mentioned horizontal stress 
sensors were installed at a distance (h) from the pile toe and was normalized by dividing 
h by the pile diameter (D). This term h/D was then utilized to account for friction fatigue 
effects in the equation developed by Chow & Jardine (1996): 
 
𝜎′ℎ𝑠 = 0.029𝑞𝑐 � 𝜎′𝑣𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚�0.12 �ℎ𝑅�−0.38                                                                                    (2.19) 
 
where: 
𝜎′ℎ𝑠=Effective horizontal stress. 
qc   =CPT end resistance 
𝜎′𝑣= Vertical effective stress. 
𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚= Atmospheric pressure. 
R= Pile radius. 
h=Distance from the pile toe. 
 
A study conducted by White & Lehane (2004) focused on the Jardine & Chow 
(1996) results showed a reduction of available shaft resistance at a given soil layer during 
installation and during cyclic loading was more related to the number of cycles 
experienced at a specific point, indicating the Chow & Jardine non-dimensional h/D 
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value was less reliable when determining 𝜎′ℎ𝑠. Due to this inference, White & Lehane 
conclude monotonically driven piles should provide more shaft resistance than cyclically 
driven piles. 
Gavin & O’Kelley (2007) conducted similar pile tests on cyclically and 
monotonic driven model piles, however, the tests differed in that their tests included the 
application of working loads to the monotonic driven piles after the piles were placed at 
depth. The results of the test indicated that, indeed, the monotonic driven piles 
experienced greater levels of σ’hs than cyclically driven piles at the same depths, 
however, the values between the two types of piles was “indistinguishable” after just a 
few working load cycles were applied. The findings of this study would allow for the 
removal of the h/D term from equation 2.15, which would indicate 𝜎′ℎ𝑠 is a mostly a 
function of qc as there is not a term correlating the number of cycles to reduced 𝜎′ℎ𝑠. 
 
2.5.4 Pile Relaxation 
 
 It is commonly accepted the act of pile driving in sands causes the sand to 
displace and remold along the pile shaft. During this process it can be assumed the sands 
are disturbed resulting in the generation of positive pore pressures, especially at large 
strains. This increase in pore pressures will decrease the effective stress in the vicinity of 
the pile shaft, leading to a reduction in resistance to the pile. The rate at which the pore 
pressures dissipate (increasing effective stress) can be correlated to increased shaft 
resistance and is a function of the permeability of the sand. In rare instances, sands have 
displayed dilative behavior leading to negative pore pressure generation which has been 
shown to significantly decrease effective stresses resulting in decreased capacity over 
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time. (York et al., 1994; Thompson et al., 1985). This behavior is referred to as pile 
relaxation and the conditions leading to this phenomenon are illustrated in Figure 2.11.  
 
Figure 2-11Conditions Leading to Relaxation (York et al, 1994) 
 
Pile relaxation due to dilation has been observed in dense, saturated, fine grained 
soils including non-cohesive silts, fine sands, and some types of shale. In these observed 
cases, it was assumed the pile driving process caused the dense soil in the vicinity of the 
pile toe to dilate, creating “suction” or, in other words, negative pore pressures. 
Consequently, the negative pore pressures increase the effective stresses on the pile 
providing a temporary increase in shaft resistance and driving resistance. As water is 
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“sucked” into the dilated voids of the material, the effective stresses decrease, thus 
reducing the shaft capacity of the pile in the long term. (Hannigan et al., 1998) 
 A case study performed by Thompson et al. (1985) focused on pile relaxation in 
the glacial bearing deposits commonly encountered in southern Canada and north-eastern 
United States. The piles studied were close end pipe piles and H-piles driven in the 
Bayfront area of Toronto, Canada, where, as the authors point out, pile relaxation was not 
uncommon.  
The subsurface conditions in the vicinity of the piles studied included a silty sand 
layer of 20-33 feet to shale bedrock which contained layers of limestone. Borings 
disclosed that weathered shale seams were present immediately below the limestone 
layers. Pile relaxation at two different sites occurred where a Penetration Resistance 
Equivalent (BOR/EOID) reduction ranged from 24% to 68% (H-piles) at one site and 
30% to 80% (pipe piles) at the other. 
H-piles have an inherently lower nominal contact stress than high displacement 
piles. This is pointed out because a common solution to overcome, or at least reduce, the 
observed pile relaxation in the Bayfront area was to specify H-piles in a contract which 
required deep foundation support. It was also noted that multiple restrikes over a period 
of time are common in the Bayfront area to ensure design capacity is met. 
York et al. (1994) conducted a case study on observed relaxation of grouped 
monotube piles in glacial sands where a 30% reduction in capacity was noted. The 




Figure 2-12 Driving Record from York et al. (1994) 
 
The pile relaxation was attributed to the cumulative effects of driving piles in 
close proximity to each other resulting in the “progressive” densification of the 
surrounding soil. The densification together with the increase in lateral ground stresses 
resulting from soil displacement were determined to increase the resistance to pile 
penetration. Resistance to penetration was observed to subside as much as 80 blows per 
0.3m. It is also interesting to note the amount of time required for the maximum value 




 As such, it can be concluded from the results of both case studies that pile 
relaxation should be accounted for when driving large displacement piles in dense glacial 




3. PROJECT BACKGROUND 
 This section provides an overview of the construction of the Jamestown 
Verrazzano Bridge to include a synopsis of the contract requirements regarding the test 
pile program. The test pile performance will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 
 
3.1 Location and Description 
 
 The Jamestown Verrazzano Bridge is a four lane segmental concrete box-girder 
bridge supported by piers founded on bedrock. The bridge spans 7400 feet of the West 
Passage of the Narragansett Bay, just a few miles north of the southern coast of Rhode 
Island. The bridge carries RI-138 from North Kingstown to Conanicut, allowing RI-138 
to connect to the Pell Bridge which spans the East Passage of Narragansett Bay. The 
bridge was constructed approximately 400 feet to the north of the Jamestown Bridge and 
served as its replacement. The Jamestown Bridge was built in the 1940’s and supported 
only two lanes of traffic. The location of the Jamestown Verrazzano Bridge is shown in 







Figure 3-1Map of Narragansett Bay and Location of Jamestown Verrazzano Bridge (taken from Google maps) 
 
Coming from the west, the bridge is supported by a 2400 foot Trestle Approach 
which transitions to the 2000 foot West Approach, shown in Figure 3.2, then a 1400 foot 
Main Span and lastly a 1600 foot East Approach. The initial contract called for the 
Trestle Approach and West Approach to be supported by pre-stressed concrete friction 
piles (Davisson, 1988). The depths to which the friction piles were to be driven ranged 
from 90 to 105 feet below Mean Sea Level (MSL). These depths corresponded to 
elevations of 50 to 100 feet above bedrock. 
 
 






Figure 3-2 View of the Jamestown Verrazzano Bridge from the West (www.flickr.com) 
 
3.2 Parties Involved 
 
 
 Construction of Jamestown Verrazzano Bridge was approved in May of 1981 and 
the Rhode Island Department of Transportation selected the design firms by December of 
the same year. Sverdrup & Parcel and Associates (SPA) were selected as the managing 
consultant, Gordon R. Archibald, Inc. (GRA) as the trestle designer and T.Y. Lin 
International (TYL) as the West Approach, Main Span and East Approach designer. TYL 
subsequently hired Lee and Praszker as geotechnical consultants. 
 The contract to construct the Jamestown Verrazzano Bridge was awarded to 
Clark Fitzpatrick, Inc. and Franki Foundation Co. (CFF) in June of 1985 who offered the 
lowest bid at $63.4 million. The firm Daniel, Mann, Johnson and Mendenhall (DMJM) 
was hired in 1986 as the construction manager. CFF hired Goldberg-Zoino and 
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Associates (GZA) as their geotechnical consultant engineer while RIDOT hired M.T. 
Davisson as their geotechnical consultant engineer. Construction of the bridge began in 
April of 1986 and was completed in October of 1992. 
 
3.3 Overview of the Test Pile Program 
 
 The contract called for five test piles, four of which were pre-stressed concrete 
piles, the other a steel H-pile. The four pre-stressed piles were to be driven in the Trestle 
and West Approach Areas while the steel H-pile was to be driven in the Main Span Area. 
The lengths of the pre-stressed concrete piles along with the required capacities and size 
are shown in Table 3.1 and the locations of the test piles are shown in Figure 3.3. 
 
Table 3-1 Required Test Pile Capacities and As-Built Dimensions 








WATP-1 340 123 20 x 20 
WATP-2 340 120 20 x 20 
TTP-1 330 110 24 x 24 






Figure 3-3 Location of Test Piles (After Lee and Praszker, 1983) 
 
In correspondence dated February 29, 1984 (Lee and Praszker, 1984), 
approximately 15 months prior to the test pile program being initiated, Lee and Praszker 
noted that the pile tip elevations for the Trestle and West Approach area were all -100 
feet in elevation and that the depth appeared to be selected due to poor soil conditions in 
the western portion of the Trestle Area. The consultant suggested to TYL that the pile tip 
elevation for the eastern part of the Trestle Area be reduced from -100 feet to -85 feet and 
the West Approach pile tip elevations be reduced to -90 feet on the western section and -
95 feet in the eastern section due to better soil conditions. The consultant’s 
recommendations were based upon the available test borings.  
 Conversely, in a correspondence dated December 11, 1985, GZA (GZA, 1985) 
determined that the West Approach Test Piles (WATP) 1 and 2 were to be driven into 
pockets of silt and predicted high blow counts (in excess of 10 blows per inch) in that 











GZA assumed there was a great possibility the test piles would need to be driven to 
depths greater than the contract drawings then required (-90 for WATP 1 and -95 for 
WATP 2). GZA’s recommendation to bolster their prediction of insufficient pile capacity 
was to extend the length of the test piles to allow for an additional 20 feet of penetration. 
CFF agreed with the recommendation, forwarded the recommendation to RIDOT, who 
then accepted the change (RIDOT correspondence, 1986) and directed CFF to increase 
the test pile length by 20 feet. The dimension of the test piles, as shown in Table 3.1, 
reflect the final lengths of the test piles.  
 The initial test pile program began in April of 1986. It was observed during the 
test pile program that the pre-stressed concrete piles were not reaching their required 
ultimate capacities at the required design depths. Accordingly, CFF drove all but WATP 
1, which was damaged prior to reaching the design depth, well past their design depths 
after adding splices ranging from 30 to 68 feet. WATP 1 was abandoned and later 
replaced with a composite test pile.  
Dynamic load testing was performed on each pile using Pile Driving Analysis 
(PDA) which was further analyzed at the End of Driving (EOD) using CAPWAP. 
CAPWAP results indicated that each pre-stressed concrete test pile had not reached the 
required ultimate capacities. Static load tests (SLT) were also performed on each pre-
stressed concrete test pile which showed that only Trestle Test Pile 4 (TTP 4) met the 







Table 3-2 Results of Static Load Tests and CAPWAP analysis 








WATP-1 340 83 135 
WATP-2 340 240 211 
TTP-1 330 180  308* 
TTP-4 330 520    227** 
    *   CAPWAP analysis performed two months prior to 
static load test 
 ** Restrike performed 3 days after static load test 
 
 
 High blow counts were encountered during the driving of WATP 2, on the 
order of 26 to 30 blows per inch, near and up to elevation -141 feet. It was observed the 
pile hammer was operating at full throttle, which prompted GZA to inform CFF of a 
potential of pile damage as well as pile hammer damage. In the same correspondence 
dated May 22, 1986, it was stated by GZA that increased pile capacity may be realized 
(pile set-up) and recommended a re-strike prior to the static load test scheduled for June 
of 1986. Furthermore, GZA stated that if the pile did not obtain the required capacity they 
would recommend an alternate pile type be considered. CFF, taking into consideration 
GZA’s recommendation, performed the re-strike and increased the pile hammer weight in 
order to increase drivability (the heavier hammer was subsequently used to drive the 
remaining test piles, TTP 1 and TTP 4). 
Upon completion of WATP 1 and WATP 2 installation RIDOT, CFF, GZA, 
DMJM and Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) representatives met on sight in 
May of 1986 to discuss the preliminary results of the dynamic and static load tests. The 
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meeting minutes indicated all parties discussed a need for additional exploratory 
procedures to determine the cause for the low ultimate capacities of the two test piles 
(RIDOT Correspondence, 1986). Exploratory procedures discussed included: 
 
- Driving of test probes to find resistance. 
- Perform 200 gradation tests on specific samples of test bore material. 
- Perform cone penetrometer testing in the field at selected pier locations. 
- Perform additional test borings at the test pile locations. 
- Installation of additional test piles between WATP 1 and WATP 2. 
 
Following the meeting, RIDOT directed CFF to provide an estimate to perform the 200 
gradation tests in addition to performing 20 cone penetrometer tests. According to the 
documentation provided to the University of Rhode Island, none of the recommendations 
were carried out. It is noted additional borings were taken in the vicinity of the Trestle 
and West Approach Areas in October of 1987, however, the primary purpose of the 
borings was to determine the depth of bedrock.  
 In August of 1986, RIDOT determined that due to the failed pile load tests for 
WATP 1 and WATP2, it was apparent that the contract specifications requiring the piles 
be driven in one length could not be met. As such, alternatives to the initial design were 
developed by RIDOT in a memo dated August 8, 1986: 
 





- Substitute steel H-piles for the pre-cast concrete piles and have them driven to 
bedrock and have an ultimate capacity of 400 tons. 
 
- Reduce the ultimate design load of the pre-stressed concrete piles to a 
maximum capacity determined by future load testing of un-spliced piles. If 
this alternative were selected, an estimated 100 additional piles would be 
required. 
 
- Use composite steel and pre-stressed concrete piles (instead of precast 
concrete piles) to be driven to bedrock and have an ultimate capacity of 400 
tons. 
 
- Substitute un-spliced 24 inch pre-stressed concrete piles for the 20 inch piles 




 Installation and testing of TTP 1 and TTP 4 began in October of 1986, in 
accordance with the initial contract specifications and drawings, and completed in 
February of 1987. As previously mentioned, the piles required splicing and were driven 
to depths well beyond the design depths in order to attain the required ultimate capacity. 
Despite this, only TTP 4 mobilized the required ultimate capacity. The initial test pile 
program was considered satisfactorily completed by RIDOT in August of 1987. 
 
3.4 Contract Termination 
 
 
 Due to the results of the test pile program producing a need for a pile re-design in 
addition to contracting issues beyond the scope of this case study, an agreement to 
terminate the contract between CFF and RIDOT occurred in February of 1988. In January 
of 1989 the contract was put out for rebid and was awarded in June of the same year at a 
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cost of $101.5 million. Work resumed on the Jamestown Verrazzano Bridge in 
September of 1989. The total cost to construct the bridge was $161 million, which was 




4. SITE DESCRIPTION 
 
 Five investigations were conducted as part of this thesis to determine the soil 
stratification, soil classification and depth of bedrock in the vicinity of the proposed site 
for the Jamestown Verrazzano Bridge. These included a review of the geology of the 
area, seismic reflection data conducted in the west passage of Narragansett Bay in the 
1970s, geotechnical borings and laboratory testing conducted as part of the bridge 
contract, additional geotechnical borings conducted at the site following the failure of the 
test pile program, and laboratory testing performed at URI in 1987 on soil samples from 
the site. Each of these investigations are summarized below. 
 
4.1 Narragansett Bay Geology 
 
  Narragansett Bay has experienced at least one period of glaciation, the last 
one known to be during the Wisconsin period which ended approximately 10,000 years 
ago. During this time, the entire state of Rhode Island was covered in glacial ice several 
thousand feet thick. As the ice sheet moved southward, the existing soil and rock were 
scraped down to the bedrock, with the ice sheet carrying the soil and rock until it melted. 
As the ice sheet melted, the deposits of soil and rock were re-deposited throughout the 
state overtop the exposed bedrock.  (Baxter et al., 2005).  
 Approximately 20,000 years ago, melting ice formed a fresh water lake covering 
an area larger than the current size of Narragansett Bay. The soils found in Narragansett 
Bay today that were deposited during this time consist of sands and inorganic silts and 
are commonly referred to as outwash deposits. The outwash deposits throughout Rhode 
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Island can be made up of thick layers of silts overlain by gravelly sands. These layers of 
silts and sand have been observed to be as much 50 to 150 feet thick in the areas of 
Providence, and more importantly, North Kingstown, which is in the vicinity of the 
Jamestown Verrazzano Bridge (Baxter et al., 2005). 
  
4.2 Continuous Seismic Reflection and Bathymetric Survey 
 
 
An initial part of the site investigation for the project consisted of a continuous 
seismic reflection survey and a bathymetric survey conducted by the Graduate School of 
Oceanography (GSO) at the University of Rhode Island (URI) in conjunction with Guild 
Drilling Company. A technical report analyzing the seismic profiling was completed by 
URI in April of 1979 (McMaster, 1979) and furnished to Wilbur Smith and Associates. 
The purpose of the surveys was to determine the morphology of the bottom surface, the 
configuration and depth of the bedrock surface across the West Passage and thickness of 
the overburden covering the bedrock (McMaster, 1979). 
 Two tracklines were specified for the seismic reflection and bathymetric survey 
which were located 300 feet north and parallel to the existing Jamestown Bridge, and 300 
feet south and parallel to the Jamestown Bridge. The trackline to the north was 
designated A-A’ and will be the only trackline referred to in this study due it being the 
trackline closest to the actual site of Jamestown Verrazzano Bridge (which was 
constructed approximately 450 feet north and parallel to the centerline of the Jamestown 
Bridge). The location of the trackline is shown in figure 4.1 which also indicates depth to 





Figure 4-1 , Estimated Depth to Bedrock Based on Seismic Reflection Surveys (McMaster, 1979) 
 
 The purpose of the seismic survey was to determine the depth of bedrock and soil 
stratification, so the results of the two tracklines will not be compared. The bathymetric 
profile along section A-A’ indicated a range in water depths between 7 and 25 feet on the 
west approach and between 5 and 15 feet on the east approach. The profile also showed 
the slopes from the west and east converged on a “V” shaped valley with a depth of 
approximately 75 feet. 
  The sound signals produced from the seismic survey along trackline A-A’ 
were recorded and processed at URI. It was noted there was some difficulty in 
determining the sound velocities of the sediment deposits lying above the interpreted 
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position of the bedrock due to numerous multiple reflections, reverberations, and bubble 
pulses. Therefore, the resolution was not sufficient enough to provide details of the 
stratification or match the velocities to the sediments obtained in the boring data provided 
by Guild Drilling Company. As a result, not a single sediment velocity could be 
determined. 
 Because of the multiple issues concerning the reliability of the seismic profile, the 
data were compared to other high resolution seismic profiles. The results of the 
comparison indicated the sediment overlying the bedrock most likely consisted of patches 
of glacial till overlain by regularly stratified sand-silt deposits, overlain by glacial 
outwash, which would be expected based upon the geology of the region. Based upon this 
assessment, a sediment velocity of 5,610 ft/sec was determined to best characterize the 
sediment pile in the Passage. The determined velocity was used to then determine the 
depth to bedrock in the Passage, which is also shown in Figure 4.1, and shows greater 
depths along the western approach, as deep as 235 feet. 
  
4.3 Boring Logs and Lab Data from 1982-1984 
 
 The geotechnical consultants, Sverdrup, Parcel and Associates (SPA), provided 
two subsurface investigation reports, both of which included a boring program. The first 
report included thirty borings which were drilled by Warren George, Inc. of Jersey City, 
New Jersey, and assisted by Guild Drilling Co., Inc. of East Providence, Rhode Island 
during August and September of 1982. The second boring program included 30 borings 
as well which were drilled by Guild Drilling Co., Inc. as the subcontractor to SPA. 
Drilling occurred during September and October of 1984. (SPA, 1982) 
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4.3.1 Boring Log Data and Laboratory Results from 1982 
 
The purpose of the 1982 report was to provide geotechnical data for the design of 
the alternatives for the bridge replacement. The borings for the proposed site of the main 
span and east approach were drilled to approximately 10 feet into bedrock. The borings 
for west approach and trestle area were drilled to predetermined depths, only some of 
which were drilled 10 feet into bedrock. Standard Penetration Test (SPT) data along with 
soils samples were generally obtained in 5 foot intervals. 
Though soil samples were obtained, the state of the soil encountered during 
boring was noted to be insufficient for most laboratory tests (the contractor was only able 
to extract one undisturbed sample). As a result, the laboratory program only consisted of 
sieve analysis and Atterberg Limits tests which provided means of determining physical 
properties of the soils through an empirical evaluation. The laboratory tests were 
conducted by Goldberg Zoino and Associates, Inc.. 
The results of the SPA (1982) report showed three general soil strata classified as 
strata I, II, and III. Stratum IA was determined to be a mixture of very loose fine sand, 
silt, sea shells and organic matter. Stratum II was determined to be a non-plastic soil 
containing mostly sand and silt size particles with ranging Unified Soil Classification 
System (USCS) classifications of SP, SM and ML. The density of the stratum was found 
to increase with depth from a state of very loose to very dense and was therefore 
subdivided into three categories; IIA (very loose to loose), IIB (medium dense to dense) 
and IIC (very dense). Stratum IIIA was classified as till and correlated to a ML USCS 
classification, with very dense to non-to-low plastic characteristics. The soil parameters, 
as determined by SPA, are shown in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4-1 Soil Parameters as Determined by SPA (1982) 
     Soil φ' γ c' Average N Value 
Stratum (deg) (pcf) (psf) (bpf) 
IA 0 85 0 WOR 
IIA 28 100 0 2 
IIB 30 108 0 17 
IIC 37 120 0 65 
IIIA 40 130 0 113 
 
The proposed span of the bridge was then divided into four areas for the purposes 
of providing generalized soil profiles. The four areas were: Trestle (Sta 28+50 to 54+00), 
North Kingstown Approach (Sta 54+00 to 73+25), Main Spans (Sta 73+25 to 88+75) and 
Jamestown Approach (Sta 88+75 to 104+50), also called the East Approach, areas. The 
test piles of interest in this study were located between Station 37+20 and Station 69+00, 
therefore only the Trestle and North Kingstown Approach (West Approach) areas will be 
discussed in detail. The SPT data taken from borings B-5, B-8, B-11 and B-15 were used 
by the designers to calculate the capacity and tip elevation of the piles. The locations of 
these borings are shown in Figure 4.2 and the boring logs can be found in Appendix A. 
Also, the borings were taken approximately every 250 feet along the proposed track of 
the bridge. 
It is interesting to note that the geotechnical consultant, SPA, recommended 
precast prestressed concrete piles (to include pile load tests) for the Trestle area and pile 
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4.3.1.1 Trestle Area Soil Profile 
 
Borings B-1 through B-9 were taken from the Trestle area which was described as 
having a gently sloped bay bottom from the bank to a depth of 15 feet. The bay bottom 
surface material was observed to be approximately five feet of thick mud, overlaid by 
stratum IIA, which varied in thickness from 5 to 25 feet with an average blow count of 6 
bpf. Stratum IIB was found to underlie IIA and varied in depth from 30 feet to greater 
than 100 feet. In boring B-5 it was observed that a five foot thick layer of stratum IIA 
was “sandwiched” by IIB and pockets of IIA. Throughout IIB were loose pockets of sand 
and silt. The average SPT N value for IIB was determined to be 30 bpf and was mostly 
fine sand. Underlying stratum IIB was stratum IIC which varied in thickness from 
approximately 5 feet at boring B-2 to 85 feet at boring B-9. It is interesting to note that 
borings B-7 and B-8 did not contain evidence of stratum IIC above an elevation of -140 
feet, indicating quite a variance in stratification. The average SPT N value for stratum IIC 
was determined to be 66 bpf. 
 
4.3.1.2 North Kingstown Approach Soil Profile 
 
 Borings B-10 through B-16 and B-29 were taken from the North Kingstown 
Approach area. It was determined that the soil stratification described in the Trestle area 
also applied to the North Kingstown Approach area with a few exceptions. The water 
depth varied from approximately 15 feet to 25 feet. Boring B-15 indicated very dense 
glacial till, stratum IIIA, overlying bedrock at elevation -190 feet. Boring B-15 also 
contained a 10 foot core of the bedrock which was determined to be of good quality with 
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a Rock Quality Designation (RQD) of 80%. Coincidentally, boring B-15 was the only 
boring used for design purposes that contained evidence of bedrock. 
 
4.3.2 Boring Log Data from 1984 
 
 
 The purpose of the 1984 subsurface investigation was to provide 
additional geotechnical data for the Trestle and North Kingstown Approach areas based 
upon the decision to move the proposed site of the bridge an additional 150 feet to the 
north of the original site (a report of the findings was not available to the author for 
analysis). Most borings were drilled to predetermined depths and core samples were not 
obtained. SPT data along with soils samples were generally obtained in 5 foot intervals. 
Lab tests were not performed on any of the samples by the contractor. 
Borings B-50 through B-69 and B-79 were taken from the Trestle area and 
borings B-70 through B-78 were taken from the North Kingstown Approach area. The 
results of the borings indicated the same general soil strata classified as strata I, II, and 
III. On average, the borings were taken to elevations less than the borings taken in 1982 
and not taken further than strata IIC or drilled to refusal in bedrock. In both cases, an 
indication of till, strata IIIA, was not recorded.  
It was observed that the1984 borings show a more complex stratification in the 
Trestle area, particularly at depths between -40 and -80 feet. This may be a result of the 
borings being taken approximately every 100 feet along the defined baseline instead of 
every 250 feet, as was the case for the 1982 borings. The location of the 1984 borings are 
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4.4 Boring Logs from 1987 
 
 
 The purpose of the 1987 subsurface investigation was to determine the bedrock 
elevation. A total of 50 borings were taken, numbered D-100 through D-149. 
Unfortunately, a boring plan was not available, so the locations of the borings in relation 
to the proposed bridge site are unknown to the author. However, the stations of 18 
borings were recorded on the boring logs and indicated depths which ranged from station 
47+27 to 72+73 and indicated bedrock elevations ranging from -139 feet (MSL) to -218 
feet (MSL). The mentioned borings span the area of the Trestle and North Kingstown 
Approach areas and, if it is assumed the borings were taken in the vicinity of the 
proposed bridge site, the bedrock elevation depths compare well to the bedrock elevation 
depths of the McMaster (1979) survey. 
 Had a boring plan been available, the contractor that performed the drilling, C. E. 
McGuire Inc., only collected SPT data near bedrock depth. Therefore, the subsurface 
investigation would not have been as relevant to the reduced pile capacity issue as the 
SPA(1982) and SPA(1984) subsurface investigations as they provided SPT data which 
could be correlated to shaft resistance. Furthermore, the test piles in the Trestle area and 
North Kingstown Approach are were initially to be friction piles so the depth to bedrock 
would only have been significant had the 1987 subsurface investigation indicated 






4.5 Soil Testing and Analysis from 1988-1989  
 
 The University of Rhode Island provided soil testing and analysis in two phases 
for RIDOT and the Maguire Group, Inc., which provided physical and shear strength 
properties. The testing and analysis program was conducted on four soil borings from the 
supplementary boring log program conducted in 1987 and were provided by the Maguire 
Group, Inc. The testing program included USCS classification, direct shear tests, vane 
shear, consolidation tests, permeability tests, CD triaxial tests and CU triaxial tests. A 
summary of the soil classification and averaged strength parameters (determined from 
direct shear tests) are shown in Table 4.2.  Of the four borings, 11 Shelby tubes were 
provided and the boring, station and depth corresponding to each Shelby tube is shown in 
Table 4.3. 
 
Table 4-2 Summary of URI Soil Testing and Analysis Results (after Silva et al., 1988) 












(pcf) USCS Symbol 
A 32.8 32.4 0.4 1.76 109.9 CL 
B 43 28.6 14.4 2 124.8 ML 
C1 45.6 32 13.6 1.99 124.2 SM 
C2 36.4 36.4 0 1.95 121.7 SM 
D 47.1 34 13.1 1.98 123.6 SP 









Table 4-3 Sample Tube Locations (after Silva et al., 1988) 












   D-129 / 51+48 52.0-54.0 C1 
 
62.0-64.0 D 
   D-136 / 57+30 71.0-73.0 D 







  102.0-103.6 B 
 
 
The direct shear results from phase I (Silva et al., 1988) of the laboratory tests 
show that material category (soil stratum) A had the lowest φ’p value of 32.8 degrees and 
category D the highest at 47.1 degrees. Category B had the lowest φ’r value of 28.6 
degrees and category E the highest at a value of 39.3 degrees. Categories A, C2 and E 
showed little to no difference between φ’p and φ’r though categories B, C1, and D showed 
a significant difference ranging between 13.1 and 14.4 degrees. The results of the direct 
shear tests for phase I indicated a wide range of volumetric behavior with categories B, 
C1, D, and E showing an overall tendency towards dilation and categories C2 and A 
showing a tendency towards contraction. The wet bulk densities (ρ) were determined and 
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also shown in Table 4.2. Category B showed the highest γ value of 124.8 pcf whereas 
category E had the lowest value of 109.25 pcf. 
Additional direct shear tests were conducted in phase II (Silva et al., 1989) of the 
laboratory tests with a focus on the effects of re-cycling after large strains. A series of 
five tests were conducted on category C1 material in which the material was re-cycled 
just once. The results indicated peaking stress-strain behavior, indicative of dilative 
material, during the first cycle, and contractive behavior during the second cycle. Only 
one re-cylcing test was conducted on the category B, C2, and E materials, in which 
similar behavior was observed. The author noted that the residual strength of the denser 
materials was the same for both cycles indicating little to no degradation of strength once 
the material was subjected to large deformations (Silva et al., 1989). 
 According to USCS classifications, soils identified as either ML or SM 
contain non-plastic to low plasticity fines indicating a greater tendency for deformation. 
Material category B was identified as ML and both C1 and C2 were identified as SM.  
It is also noted that direct shear testing on non-plastic silts taken from Shelby 
tubes will lead to higher shear strength values. This is due to the tendency of the soil to 





5. ANALYSIS OF THE JAMESTOWN VERRAZZANO BRIDGE 
TEST PILE PROGRAM 
 
 
 The intent of this chapter is to provide an analysis of the data used to determine 
the ultimate capacity of the piles and to assess the expected ultimate capacity based upon 
the static capacity results. It is noted that the original design calculations for the Trestle 
and West Approach foundations were not available to the University of Rhode Island. 
 
5.1 PDA, CAPWAP and SLT Data 
  
 
 CAPWAP was used by CFF to determine the ultimate capacity of the test piles 
based upon the PDA results at the End Of Driving (EOD) and Beginning Of Restrike 
(BOR). The ultimate capacity values determined by PDA rarely indicated the pile had 
reached the design capacity. The CAPWAP results only once indicated the ultimate 
capacity had been reached, though the SLT proved otherwise. A summary and 
comparison of the PDA and associated CAPWAP and SLT values will be provided for 




  The design ultimate capacity for WATP-1 was estimated to be 340 tons at 
a design elevation of -90 feet. Pile driving of the test pile began on 9 April, 1986 and was 
stopped once the PDA indicated a capacity of 346 tons had been reached. A re-strike the 
following day indicated possible pile set-up and an ultimate capacity of 517 tons, though 
the CAPWAP analysis showed much lower capacities, on the order of 192 tons and 196 
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tons respectively. A SLT was conducted on 21 April, 1986 which provided an ultimate 
capacity of only 83 tons. The decision was made to splice the pile (the initial pile length 
was 110 feet and was shortened to 79 feet for the purpose of conducting the SLT) and 
continue to drive the pile to the design elevation of -90 feet. It is noted that after the SLT, 
the PDA damping value was adjusted from 0.2 to 0.6. 
 Pile driving continued after a 67 foot splice was added. Two instances of pile 
head damage occurred during driving, resulting in the removal of over 8 feet of pile. The 
pile was eventually driven to a depth of -96 feet at which point pile driving operation 
ceased due to the pile breaking (which was assumed to have broken in the area of the 
splice). The pile was subsequently abandoned and eventually replaced by a composite 
test pile. A comparison of the SLT, PDA and CAPWAP data is shown in Table 5.1 and 
indicates the CAPWAP values predicted 63% of the PDA capacity. Conversely, the 
CAPWAP value taken at BOR after the SLT was performed was 52 tons greater than the 
expected failure load. 
 
Table 5-1 WATP-1 SLT, PDA and CAPWAP Results 
        
WATP-1 









9-Apr-86 346 192 -71.4 




16-May-86 125 102 -72.4 
**20-May-86  151 -78 
27-Jun-86 180 140 -97.5 
*SLT performed indicated an 83 ton ultimate capacity 
**PDA data not available 
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 At first glance the results in Table 5.1 show evidence of pile relaxation as the 
ultimate capacities determined with CAPWAP decrease with time as the pile remains at a 
relatively fixed depth. However, the pile was driven an additional 25 feet at which point 
the CAPWAP value is still less than half of the design capacity.  
 Lastly, the pile experienced two instances of pile head damage and failed at the 
splice. These occurrences suggests a drivability issue with the hammer used at the time, 
Delmag D36-23, was not driving the pile in a manner which allowed for the transfer of 
energy of the hammer in a such a way that mobilized skin and shaft capacity without 
causing damage to the pile.  
 It is widely accepted that if SPT blow counts exceed 10 blows per inch, the 
maximum toe capacity is not being mobilized. An analysis of the SPT blow counts, taken 
from the time the CAPWAP analysis was completed, and toe mobilization was 
performed. The results of the analysis are shown in Figure 5.1 along with the CAPWAP 
determined ultimate capacity at each BOR or EOD. Even if there was a drivability issue 
with the Delmag D36-23, Figure 5.1 suggests that the full pile toe capacity was 
developed as indicated by blow per inch values ranging from 3.3 to 8. Figure 5.2 shows 
the depth of the pile toe when each CAPWAP analysis was performed. The figure shows 
that despite the fact that the first four restrikes fully mobilized the pile toe capacity, 
decreased capacity was observed. Furthermore, when the pile is driven an additional 20 
feet in June, the ultimate capacity decreases suggesting evidence of a loose soil, however 
the 1984 borings show the pile toe was located at a strata transition in which the deeper 
strata consisted of a very dense sand/silt. It is also noted that the 1984 borings indicated a 




Figure 5-1 WATP-1 CAPWAP Determined Ultimate Capacity Values and Pile Toe Mobilization 
 
 





















Dates CAPWAP was performed at EOD or BOR 





N = Qu not fully mobilized. 


























Dates CAPWAP was performed at EOD or BOR 





 The design ultimate capacity for WATP-2 was estimated to be 340 tons at a 
design depth of -95 feet. The length of the initial pile was 120 feet. Pile driving of the test 
pile began on 1 May, 1986 and was initially stopped at an elevation of -109 feet, due to 
the need to splice the pile as a result of a CAPWAP determined capacity of 45 tons. Prior 
to installing the splice, the pile was re-struck on 13 May, 1986, and a slight increase in 
capacity was observed. A 20 foot splice was installed on 16 May, 1986 and pile driving 
operations continued. At an elevation of -128 feet, pile driving was ceased due to spalling 
of the pile head. The PDA damping value was then adjusted to 0.5 which corresponded to 
a CAPWAP ultimate capacity of 169 tons. After repairs to the pile head were completed, 
pile driving continued once again on 20 May, 1986 and was stopped at an elevation of -
140 feet which corresponded to a CAPWAP capacity prediction of 205 tons in which an 
increased PDA damping value of 0.6 was used. A restrike was conducted over a month 
later on 30 June, 1986 and the CAPWAP determined capacity was 211 tons. On 24 July, 
1986, a static load test was performed which yielded an ultimate capacity of 240 tons. 
Based on the results of the static load tests for both WATP-1 and WATP-2 it was agreed 
upon to increase the size of the hammer in August of 1986. This determination was made 
due to the predicted need to drive the remaining piles to depths well beyond the design 
depths requiring a more efficient hammer (CFF and RIDOT correspondences, 1986). The 
Delmag D46-23 was subsequently used by the contractor to conduct a restrike on 24 




 A summary and comparison of the SLT, PDA and CAPWAP data is shown in 
Table 5-2. The CAPWAP values compared well to the PDA results up to the first 
restrike, however, afterwards the values varied as much as 48%. Because a restrike was 
not performed after the SLT, a direct comparison to the CAPWAP predicted capacity 
cannot be made. It is noted, however, that the CAPWAP capacity values determined on 
30 June and 24 September indicate either pile relaxation or a lack of pile toe capacity 
mobilization.  
 
Table 5-2 WATP-2 SLT, PDA and CAPWAP results 
        
WATP-2 









1-May-86 35 45 -109 
13-May-86 79 70 -110.2 
16-May-86 278 169 -128 
20-May-86 160 205 -140.5 
 30-Jun-86 280 211* -140.6 
24-Sep-86 284 149 -141.4 




 An analysis of ultimate pile toe mobilization was conducted and the results are 
shown in Figure 5.3 which indicates that after the second restrike further restrikes did not 
sufficiently mobilize the toe capacity. Decreasing CAPWAP capacity values over time 
indicate pile relaxation, however, the SLT value of 240 tons would indicate neither set up 
or relaxation considering the SLT capacity is only slightly greater than CAPWAP 
capacity values at nearly the same elevation as shown in Figure 5.4.  
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 Furthermore, the 1984 boring logs indicated the soil stratum from elevation          
-107.5 feet to the end of boring, -119.5 feet, consisted of very dense to hard non-plastic 
silt with corresponding corrected average blow counts increasing from 22 to 46 at the 
mentioned depths (it was assumed the stratum underlying the end of boring was of the 
same soil type). The high blow counts encountered could have been a result of the build-
up of excess pore water pressures due to undrained conditions in the dense non-plastic 
silts during SPT, which is also the same condition for CAPWAP. Upon dissipation of the 
excess pore water pressures, the shear strength of the stratum of silt would decrease, and 
could have effectively decreased the ultimate capacity of the pile.  
 Because the SLT capacity was greater than the CAPWAP capacity at the same 
depth, it could be assumed the pile tip was bearing in medium dense sand instead of 
dense non-plastic silt as a CAPWAP value obtained for a pile in dense non-plastic silt 
































Dates CAPWAP was performed at EOD or BOR 
SLT, 27 Jul, 240 tons 
N = Qu not fully mobilized. 































Dates CAPWAP was performed at EOD or BOR 





 The design ultimate capacity for TTP-1 was estimated to be 330 tons at a design 
elevation of -77 feet. Pile driving of the test pile began on 16 October, 1986, using the 
Delmag D46-23 hammer, and stopped on 20 October, 1986 at an elevation of -100 feet. 
An adjusted PDA damping value of 0.5 at EOD corresponded to a CAPWAP ultimate 
capacity of 200 tons. A restrike was performed almost two months later on 11 December 
1986 in which the CAPWAP capacity was determined to be 205 tons. The test pile was 
spliced and pile driving resumed on 17 December, 1986, and stopped when the PDA 
capacity value of 360 tons was achieved at an elevation of -110 feet. A subsequent 
CAPWAP analysis indicated a lower capacity of 237 tons. Pile driving operations 
continued the same day and after the pile was driven 6 inches, the PDA capacity value 
was 460 tons, using a damping value of 0.63, with a corresponding CAPWAP value of 
242 tons. A restrike of the pile was conducted on 29 January, 1987 and after the pile was 
driven 1.5 inches the PDA capacity value was 340 tons, using a damping value of 0.65 
and the CAPWAP determined value was 370 tons. A static load test was performed on 
the pile on 17 February, 1987, which yielded an ultimate capacity of 180 tons, 170 tons 
lower than the required 330 tons. A summary of the PDA, CAPWAP and SLT data is 








Table 5-3 TTP-1 Soil Parameter Correlations 
 
      
TTP-1 
(Design elevation of -77 ft, design capacity of 330 tons) 






20-Oct-86 200 200 -100 
11-Dec-86 220 205 -100.1 
17-Dec-86 330 237 -110 
17-Dec-86 460 271 -110.5 
29-Jan-87 340 370* -110.6 




 An analysis of ultimate pile toe mobilization was conducted and the results are 
shown in Figure 5.5 which shows three of the five CAPWAP determined ultimate 
capacity values were obtained when the ultimate toe capacity was fully mobilized. The 
figure also shows that with each restrike the capacity of the pile increased whether or not 
the ultimate toe capacity was fully mobilized which could be expected as the pile 
elevation increased with each restrike, as shown in Figure 5.6. It is also noted that even 
though the ultimate toe capacity was not fully mobilized, the restrike performed on 29 
January, 1987, indicates pile set-up as the previous restrike was performed more than 
month before and showed a significantly lower capacity.  The SLT performed on 17 
February, 1987, however, shows that either significant pile relaxation occurred following 
the last restrike, as indicated by a 190 ton difference in capacity, or that the CAPWAP 
soil model did not accurately represent the in situ conditions.  
 An analysis of boring log B-54 showed that the boring was taken to an elevation 
of -103.5 feet, which was 7 feet above the final elevation of the test pile. Although it may 
be assumed the soil layer was homogenous at this depth , the 100 ton increase in the 
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CAPWAP values (December 1986 and January 1987 values) resulting from less than 2 
inches of additional penetration corresponding to a lack of ultimate pile toe mobilization 
suggests the pile toe bears in dense non-plastic silt. This assumption could explain the 
190 difference in the final CAPWAP and SLT ultimate capacity values as the two values 



























Dates CAPWAP was performed at EOD or BOR 
SLT, 17 Feb, 180 tons 
N = Qu not fully mobilized. 
















 The design ultimate capacity for TTP-4 was estimated to be 330 tons at a design 
elevation of -57 feet. Pile driving of the test pile began on 21 October, 1986 using the 
Delmag D46-23 hammer, and stopped the same day at an elevation of -105 feet. A 
CAPWAP analysis performed at EOD indicated a capacity of 207 tons, corresponding to 
a PDA capacity of 230 tons using a J value of 0.5. The pile was spliced and pile driving 
operations continued on 13 November, 1986 until a PDA determined capacity of 556 tons 
was reached. A subsequent CAPWAP analysis indicated a much lower capacity of 252 



























Dates CAPWAP was performed at EOD or BOR 
SLT, 17 Feb 1987 
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mechanical problems with the hammer, at which point a CAPWAP analysis was 
performed and indicated a capacity of 260 tons which corresponded to a PDA value of 
212 tons using an increased J value of 0.9. Pile driving operations continued on 17 
November, 1986, until the maximum pile length was driven which coincided to an 
elevation of -168 feet. A CAPWAP analysis was performed at EOD and indicated a 
capacity of 291 tons. A restrike was performed the following day and a CAPWAP 
capacity was determined to be slightly higher at 323 tons.  
 A static load test was performed on 1 December, 1986, and indicated an ultimate 
capacity of 520 tons which was 190 tons greater than the required capacity. A restrike 
and subsequent CAPWAP analysis was performed on 4 December, 1986, and indicated a 
lower capacity of 227 tons which corresponded to a PDA value of 210 tons using a 
damping value of 0.7. A summary of the PDA, CAPWAP and SLT data is provided in 
Table 5.4. 
 
Table 5-4 TTP-4, Summary of PDA, CAPWAP and SLT data 
        
TTP-4 
(Design elevation of -57 ft, design capacity of 330 tons) 















14-Nov-86 212 260 -145 
17-Nov-86 172 291 -168 
18-Nov-86 180 291 -168.3 
4-Dec-86 210 227 -168.4 







 An analysis of ultimate pile toe mobilization was conducted and the results are 
shown in Figure 5.7. The figure shows only three of the seven CAPWAP determined 
ultimate capacity values were obtained when the ultimate toe capacity was fully 
mobilized. The figure also shows that with each restrike the capacity of the pile increased 
whether or not the ultimate toe capacity was fully mobilized which could be expected as 
the pile elevation increased with each restrike, as shown in Figure 5.8. Even though it 
appears each restrike performed indicated pile set-up as capacities consistently increased, 
the CAPWAP values do not directly compare due to the varying J values used. 
 Based upon the SLT performed on 1 December, 1986, it is clear that the 
CAPWAP analysis does not correlate well to the actual soil conditions. This observation 
can also be confirmed by the varying PDA damping values used when CAPWAP 
analyses were performed as the values ranged from 0.5 to 0.9. Furthermore, the last two 
restrikes performed before and after the SLT indicate pile relaxation. Though it cannot be 
ruled out pile relaxation occurred, the fact that the SLT showed an ultimate capacity 
almost twice the value predicted using CAPWAP, again indicates poor correlation 
between the two methods. 
 An analysis of boring log B-67 showed that the boring was taken to an elevation 
of -103.5 feet, which was 65 feet above the final elevation of the test pile (-168.5 feet). 
The significant difference in CAPWAP and SLT values suggests the pile toe was bearing 
in medium dense sand/silt. This assumption is made due to the observed blow counts in 
excess of 20 blows per inch for the final three restrikes accomplished to obtain CAPWAP 
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values which can be correlated to drained conditions and a dissipation of excess pore 
water pressures leading to pile set up (increased capacity). 
 
 






















Dates CAPWAP was performed at EOD or BOR 
SLT, 1 Dec, 520 tons 
N = Qu not fully mobilized. 










Figure 5-8 TTP-4 Pile Toe Elevation at Time CAPWAP Analysis was Performed 
 
  
5.2 Static Capacity Analysis 
 
 Multiple boring logs were used in determining the static capacities of each pile for 
this thesis. This section will discuss the varying soil parameters determined from the 
boring log data and the ultimate capacities determined from each set of boring log data 
will also be discussed and compared to the static load test determined capacities. 
 
5.2.1 Boring Logs Used for Analysis 
 
 Static capacity analysis was performed on each pile using SPA 1982 and 1984 
boring log data corresponding to each test pile location. The same SPA 1982 borings the 





























Dates CAPWAP was performed at EOD or BOR 




as a means to verify the ultimate capacities. Table 5.5 provides the boring numbers, depth 
to which the deepest boring was taken, depth at which the SLT was conducted and the 
distance from the test pile station. The reason the depth of the SLT is shown is that the 
static capacity analysis values were determined at the corresponding depth for each test 
pile in order to conduct a direct comparison. 
 
Table 5-5 Borings Used for Static Capacity Analysis 
          




Distance from pile 
(ft) 
TTP-1 B-54 -103.5 
-111 
20 
  B-5 -102 290 
TTP-4 B-67 -103.5 
-167.25 
40 
  B-8 -139.5 290 
WATP-1 B-70 -112 
-72.1 
80 
  B-11 -116 70 
WATP-2 B-76 -119.5 
-141 
100 




 Table 5.5 shows that for TTP-1 and TTP-4 the static load test depth exceeded the 
depth to which the borings available for analysis were taken. The borings used in the 
analysis for WATP-1, however, were of sufficient depth and for WATP-2 only one of the 
borings was of sufficient depth. It is also noted that the boring distance from the test piles 
varied as little as 10 feet and as much as 290 feet.  
 
5.2.2 Determination of Friction Angles 
 
 As mentioned in Chapter 2, the friction angles were correlated to SPT data from 
the boring logs using the Peck et al. (1974) method as well as the Bowles (1977) method 
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and Terzaghi, Peck & Mesri (1996). The purpose of using three different methods was to 
determine the possible range of friction angle values. The Peck et al. (1974) method, as 
previously mentioned, is the most widely used method of determining friction angles 
based upon SPT data. Accordingly, the method was used to determine the friction angles. 
The values determined using this method on average fell between the high and low values 
for the three different methods used.  
 The friction angles determined for the layers comprised of mostly of sand 
compared well to the range of accepted values, 28-42 degrees. The friction angles of 
Rhode Island silt were obtained using samples from numerous sites during a study carried 
out by Page (2004) where friction angle values for normally consolidated inorganic silts 
where determined to range between 24 and 30 degrees. This range of values would have 
been expected for the layers corresponding to URI material categories B, C1 and C2 as the 
samples were designated as USCS categories ML or SM. Only material category B is 
within the expected range, however, material categories C1 and C2, as indicated by URI 
lab data, have on average higher void ratios, which would explain the higher friction 





 Table 5.6 shows the soil characteristics by layer as determined by SPA data, URI 
lab analysis and SPT values from the 1984 boring log B-70. The SPA and URI 
correlations were developed by the depth and location of the borings relative to the test 
pile location. Because of the limited number of borings provided to URI for the purposes 
of lab testing, very few correlations were made. With the exception of layer 1, the friction 
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angles determined from the 1984 borings compared well to the SPA values which were 
slightly higher on average. The URI determined peak friction angle values for layer 3 
were an average of 13 degrees greater than the calculated values. 
 
Table 5-6 WATP-1 Soil Parameter Correlations 

















1 15-36 28 3 5   
 
  IA 0 
2 36-51 32 16 17   
 
  IIB 30 
3 51-99 33 25 22 D, C1  47, 45 34,32 IIB 30 





 Table 5.6 shows the soil characteristics by layer as determined by correlations to 
SPA data, URI lab analysis and SPT values determined from the 1984 boring log B-76. 
With the exception of layers 5, the friction angle values determined from B-76 compare 
well with the SPA values. Regarding layer 5, the friction angle value determined from B-
76 is 10-12 degrees higher than the SPA determined values. The URI determined peak 
friction angle values for layers 2 and 3 are significantly higher than the SPA and B-76 
values. 
 Boring B-76 was taken to an elevation of -119.5 feet which was lower than the 
actual pile toe elevation of -141 feet, therefore, it was assumed the bottom layer was 





Table 5-7 WATP-2 Soil Parameter Correlations 
                    

















1 21.5-37.5 38 21 37   
 
  IA.IIA 0, 28 
2 37.5-62.5 31 12 14 C1 , C2 , A 45, 36 32 32,36,32 IIA,IIB 28, 30 
3 62.5-92.5 29 6 6 B 43 28 IIA,IIB 28, 30 
4 92.5-107.5 31 16 12   
 
  IIB 30 





 Table 5.8 shows the soil characteristics by layer as determined by correlations to 
SPA data, URI lab analysis and SPT values determined from the 1984 boring log B-54. 
With the exception of layers 4, the friction angle values determined from B-54 compare 
well with the SPA values. Regarding layer 4, the friction angle value determined from B-
54 is 4.5 degrees greater than the SPA determined values. The URI determined peak 
friction angle values for layers 1, 2 and 4 are significantly higher than the SPA and B-54 
values. 
 Boring B-54 was taken to an elevation of -103.5 feet and the corresponding SPA 
boring, B-5, was taken to an elevation of -102 feet. Both elevations were lower than the 
actual pile toe elevation of -111 feet, therefore, it was assumed the bottom layer for both 








Table 5-8 TTP-1 Soil Parameter Correlations 
 
















1 8.5-48.5 30 9 11 C1 45 32 IIA, IIB 28, 30 
2 48.5-57.5 31 14 14 B, D 43, 47 28,34 IIB 30 
3 57.5-67.5 29 8 7   
 
  IIA 28 
4 67.5-91.5 35 39 31 E 43 39 IIB 30 





 Table 5.9 shows the soil characteristics by layer as determined by correlations to 
SPA data, URI lab analysis and SPT values determined from the 1984 boring log B-67. 
Boring B-67 was taken to an elevation of -110 feet and the corresponding SPA boring, B-
8, was taken to an elevation of -139 feet. Both elevations were lower than the actual pile 
toe elevation of -168.4 feet, therefore, it was assumed the bottom layer for both cases was 
homogenous from the top of the layer to the pile toe elevation.  
 The friction angle values determined from B-67 are slightly higher than the SPA 
values varying as much as 4.9 degrees. The URI determined peak friction angle values 









Table 5-9 TTP-4 Soil Parameter Correlations 
 
















1 17-38 32 12 17   
 
  IA, IIA 0, 28 
2 38-83 35 26 25 D, C1 47, 45 34,32 IIA, IIB 28,30 




5.2.3 Pile Capacity Determined Using the Nordlund Method 
 
 
 Three static capacity methods were used to determine the pile toe capacity and 
three methods were used to determine shaft capacity. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the 
Nordlund Method is the most widely used static capacity method for cohesionless soils, 
therefore, the values determined using this method were compared to the design 
capacities, as shown in Table 5.10, and SLT capacities determined at the depth for which 
each SLT was conducted, as shown in Table 5.11. The soil description is included in 
Table 5.11 as a means of assessing the varying values between the calculated and 
measured capacities. Due to TTP-4 being driven to a depth well beyond the boring depths 
for boring B-67 and B-8 (1984 and 1982 borings, respectively), an end bearing soil 
description could not be ascertained. For each test pile, the ultimate capacities determined 
using the Nordlund Method fell between the high and low values determined using other 






Table 5-10, Comparison of Design Capacity and Static Capacity Values 
        





at Design Depth 
(tons) 
Nordlund Method 
at Design Depth 
(tons) 
WATP-1 340 516 375.4 
WATP-2 340 290.5 295.5 
TTP-1 330 329.8 583 
TTP-4 330 164 331.3 
 
 
Table 5-11, Comparison of Design Capacity, SLT Values and Static Capacity Values 
          
   
1982 Boring Data 1984 Boring Data 
Test Pile 





at SLT Depth 
(tons) 
Nordlund Method 
at SLT Depth 
(tons) 
WATP-1 Sand 83 303 398 
WATP-2 Sand 240 2332 1972 
TTP-1 Dense Silt 180 2375 713 
TTP-4 Inconclusive 520 1536 2435 
 
 
 Static capacities were also determined at design depth and were compared to the 
ultimate capacities determined using DRIVEN program, which utilized the Nordlund 
Method as well. The values determined by the DRIVEN program were based upon the 
1982 boring log data. A summary of the DRIVEN results and comparison to predicted 
capacity values is shown in Table 5.12.The difference between the DRIVEN and 




• A δ/φ value of 0.85 was assumed. The value is normally taken from 
Hannigan et al. (1998) Figure 9.10, based upon displaced volume and pile 
type. However, a value was not obtainable due to the displaced volume 
value exceeding a point of intercept with the pile type curve. 
• The CF values were determined from Hannigan et al. (1998), Figure 9.15, 
which is subject to interpretation. 
• The limiting unit toe resistance was determined from Hannigan et al 
(1998) Figure 9.17, which involved extracting values from an exponential 
curve corresponding to limiting values ranging from 0 - 40,000 kPa which 
was also subject to interpretation. 
 
Table 5-12, Comparison of DRIVEN, Design Capacity, Measured Capacity and Static Capacity Values 
            
   










at SLT Depth 
(tons) 
Nordlund Method 





WATP-1 Sand 83 303 397 353 
WATP-2 Sand 240 2332 1972 2340 
TTP-1 Dense Silt 180 2375 713 2192 
TTP-4 Inconclusive 520 1536 2435 1977 
 
  
 It is shown through static capacity analysis that the design capacities were within 
the range of predicted ultimate capacities at the design depth. However, the static 





5.2.4 Effects of Drainage Conditions on SPT, CAPWAP and SLT 
 
 
  It is widely accepted that saturated cohesionless (sand) soils tend to 
dissipate pore pressures very rapidly when stresses are applied. As such, strength values 
are obtained in the laboratory under drained conditions. Though silt is considered 
cohesionless, it is composed of fine grained material and loading can occur under drained 
or undrained conditions. It was observed in the Silva et al. (1989) report that material 
categories B, C1, C2, and D displayed dilative behavior during shear under undrained 
conditions. This observation indicates that both SPT testing and pile driving likely 
occurred under undrained conditions, resulting in a decrease in pore pressures that lead to 
higher initial strengths. These higher strengths would be reflected in both the SPT blow 
counts and the pile capacity predicted by PDA and CAPWAP. However, this 
phenomenon is unlikely to occur during a SLT in silt as the loads applied during an SLT 
are small in comparison to the hammer blows imparted on the pile and are applied over a 
greater increment of time (the Quick Load Test was used for each SLT in which 10-15% 
of the design load was applied approximately every 5 minutes). To illustrate this point, 
Table 5.13 summarizes the assumed drainage conditions for sands and silts for SPT, 
CAPWAP analysis, and SLT. 
 
Table 5-13 Drainage Conditions for Sands and Silts During CAPWAP, SPT and SLT 
      
  Sand Silt 
SPT Drained Undrained 
CAPWAP Drained Undrained 




 This highlights an important fact that in silts, the SPT and dynamic pile capacity 
methods may occur under undrained conditions, while a SLT is performed under drained 
conditions. For this case study, there was clear evidence of dilative silts in the vicinity of 
the Jamestown Verrazzano Bridge. SPT and CAPWAP was performed without mention 
of the different drainage conditions for both silts and sands and it is therefore implied that 
both methods were carried out under the assumption drained conditions occurred 
regardless of soil type. 
 As shown in Figure 5.14, the end bearing soil for both WATP-1 and WATP-2 
consisted of sand, therefore SLT and CAPWAP values were obtained under drained 
conditions. The CAPWAP capacity value for WATP-1 is 39% greater than the SLT 
value. The CAPWAP capacity value for WATP-2 is less than 12% less than the SLT 
value. Though the variance is high, it is much less than the variance of 58% for TTP-1, 
for which the CAPWAP capacity value was most likely obtained under undrained 
conditions due to the end bearing soil consisting of dense silt. Because the end bearing 
soil was determined to be dense silt, it can be assumed the CAPWAP capacity value 
would have been greater than the actual capacity, which is shown to be the case. Though 
boring logs were not available to determine the end bearing soil for TTP-4, the large 
variance in SLT and CAPWAP capacity values could be attributed to the dilative 








Table 5-14 Comparison of End Bearing Soil, SLT and CAPWAP at SLT Depth 
        
Test Pile 
End Bearing Soil 
Description 




WATP-1 Sand 83 135 
WATP-2 Sand 240 211 
TTP-1 Dense Silt 180 3081 
TTP-4 Inconclusive 520 2272 
    1 CAPWAP analysis performed two months prior to static load test 










 The Jamestown Verrazzano test pile program and associated correspondence and 
lab data was investigated for this thesis. The objective was to identify possible causes for 
the significant difference in predicted and measured pile capacities which led to a $97 
million cost overrun and a pile redesign for the Trestle and West Approach sections of 
the bridge. The tasks accomplished included the following: 
 
• An in depth literature review was conducted which focused on static capacity 
analysis methods, static and dynamic load testing, and phenomena which lead to 
real and apparent pile relaxation such as dilation, arching and friction fatigue. 
• An analysis of all subsurface investigations was conducted. 
• A summary of the test pile program was developed based upon project 
correspondence and reports. 
• Static capacities for each test pile were estimated based upon the results of the 
subsurface investigations. The results were compared to the static load test and 
dynamic load test values of the test piles. 







6.1 Summary of Subsurface Investigations 
 
 
 The depth to bedrock as determined from the seismic reflection results compared 
well to the subsurface investigation of 1987. This indicates the seismic reflection data 
could have been sufficient to determine depth to bedrock for the purposes of pile design. 
An analysis of the URI lab tests showed that the difference between the peak and residual 
friction angles was not significant enough to cause the observed reduced capacities for 
each test pile alone. In fact, the residual friction angles were, on average, higher than the 
SPT determined friction angle values, which would have yielded greater capacity values 
if the residual friction angles were used for design purposes. These findings suggest that 
adequate subsurface investigations were conducted for the purpose of the test pile design. 
 
6.2 Static Capacity Analysis 
 
 The results of the static capacity analysis for each test pile show that, given the 
wide range of determined densities based upon multiple boring logs, the test piles should 
have met the predicted ultimate capacities at the respective design depths. This was not 
the case for any of the test piles. Furthermore, for the three piles driven well beyond the 
design depth, only one reached the design capacity following driving. The results of static 
capacity analyses (both from hand calculations and using a FHWA software package 
DRIVEN) conducted at the SLT depth for each test pile indicated each test pile should 
have exceeded the design capacity, however, the measured capacities indicated 




6.3 Summary of Conclusions 
 
 Based on a thorough analysis of the available data, there does not appear to be one 
overarching cause for the reduced capacity observed with each test pile. It is, therefore, 
hypothesized that a combination of factors lead to reduced capacities. These are 
summarized below. 
   
 Assessment of the Friction Angle - The friction angle and unit weight of a soil 
heavily influence the results of a static capacity analysis. If the URI determined peak 
friction angles were to be used to determine capacity, it is noted that the values were, on 
average, higher than both the friction angles determined by the managing consultant 
Sverdrup & Parcel and Associates (SPA) and the friction angles calculated from the 1984 
boring logs. In only four instances were the URI determined residual friction angles 
lower than the SPA or 1984 boring log determined friction angles, the greatest variance 
being 2.6 degrees for layer 2 of the TTP-4 soil profile. When the lower value is used to 
determine the shaft capacity, the shaft resistance is reduced by 35 tons at the design depth 
and 106 tons at the SLT depth. It is noted the lower friction angle value reduces the 
calculated ultimate capacity of 295 tons, which is below the design capacity, however, 
this value is still greater than the CAPWAP determined value. The lower value at the 
SLT depth is insignificant as the value is still much greater than the SLT capacity. 
 
 Dilation - In a laboratory study of inorganic silts from on-land sites in 
Providence, RI, Page (2004) observed that the Skempton pore pressure parameter, ?̅?𝑓, for 
contractive samples was approximately 1.3 and ranged from 0.40 (slight tendency for 
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contractive behavior) to -0.26 for dilative samples. It was also shown that at as the Over 
Consolidation Ratio (OCR) increased from 2, the samples displayed dilative behavior. 
The URI lab data from the Jamestown Bridge project also indicated a tendency for 
dilation for four of the six soil materials studied. Soil materials B, C1 and C2 were found 
to have displayed dilative tendencies at high densities and contractive behavior at lower 
densities during direct shear tests. Although soil material D did not contain much 
evidence of silt, it was observed to be highly dilative. 
 Dilation in soils during pile driving has been linked to pile relaxation over time. 
During the onset of this research, it was preemptively assumed pile relaxation due to 
dilation was the cause for the significant difference between the predicted and measured 
ultimate capacities. Because the soil models used with the CAPWAP analysis were 
significantly different than the in situ conditions, as determined by comparison to the 
static load test results, a determination of whether actual or apparent pile relaxation 
occurred could not be ascertained as the values determined by each method did not 
correlate well. Also, CAPWAP capacities determined at varying time intervals could not 
be used with much certainty to determine the occurrence of real or apparent relaxation as 
different values of damping were used for the PDA data set utilized by the program at 
each interval or the ultimate toe capacity was not fully mobilized. However, if the 
negative pore pressures caused by dilation were generated rapidly and the soil material 
was of high permeability, it could be assumed a reduction in soil strength was realized 





 Friction Fatigue - The method proposed by Vesic (1970) to determine the 
maximum shaft capacity due to the phenomenon of friction fatigue was to utilize the 
capacity at a depth of 10 to 20 times the pile diameter as the maximum value of shaft 
friction. This method was based upon a study conducted in cohesionless soil. Even if 
Vesic’s (1970) method was reliable, the study was conducted in coarse-grained 
cohesionless soils, not including silt, and may not correlate well with the present study. 
The method also conflicts with the common methods used to determine shaft capacity in 
that limiting factors are not applied for such an effect. Also, the methods would have 
proved to be inaccurate beyond the limiting depth proposed by Vesic (1970). 
 Other studies have been conducted by Chow & Jardine (1996), White & Lehane 
(2004), Gavin & O’Kelley (2007), to correlate reduced shaft capacities to the effects of 
cyclically loading a pile in cohesionless soils, however, none of them provided a 
substantiated correlation. Though the concept of friction fatigue is generally accepted, 
there does not exist a means of predicting the effects of friction fatigue on the test piles at 
Jamestown. 
 If the method put forth by Vesic (1970) was utilized in a conservative fashion by 
determining the shaft capacity at a depth 20 times the pile diameter for TTP-4, the 
maximum shaft capacity, no matter what the depth the pile was to be driven to, would be 
42 tons. This would imply that 478 of the 520 ton capacity determined from the SLT was 
developed by the pile toe capacity. The pile toe capacities for TTP-4 using the Nordlund 
Method from both the 1982 and 1984 borings were 73 and 248 tons, respectively, 
indicating shaft capacities of 447 and 272 tons. Therefore, it seems a shaft capacity value 




 Arching - According to Jardine and Chow (1998) it can be assumed arching 
occurred during pile driving. As indicated by the study, there was an average of a 40% 
reduction in predicted versus measured capacity at EOD. The reduction in predicted pile 
capacity due to the arching effect, however, occurs during pile driving and once pile 
driving operations cease, pile capacity begins to increase, as much as 85%, over a time 
span of six months to five years. 
 Because only one static load test was conducted per test pile and a lack of strong 
correlations between CAPWAP and the static load tests, the extent to which arching 
reduced the predicted capacities cannot be accounted for as there is not a credible 
capacity to compare the baseline capacity of the single static load test. Furthermore, an 
85% increase in capacity would only account for the decreased capacities of WATP-1 
and TTP-4, for which the SLT values were 27% and 34%, respectively, of the predicted 
capacities. As such, even though arching may have contributed to a reduction in predicted 
pile capacity, it does not account for the reduced pile capacity for each test pile alone. 
 
 Liquefaction - The behavior of Rhode Island silt during undrained cyclic loading 
was studied by Taylor (2011) and Bradshaw (2006), and the results of the study were 
discussed in Chapter 2. As mentioned in Chapter 5, a variance of J values, 0.2 - 0.9, was 
observed in the CAPWAP analysis. Liquefiable soils tend to dissipate more energy than 
non-liquefied soils, therefore, if it is assumed the increase in J values are attributed to 
increases in excess pore pressures, liquefaction may have occurred in strata associated 
with the higher J values. It is widely known that liquefaction must occur for the pile to be 
driven, however, it seems plausible that as the silt layers transitioned from a liquefied 
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state, the friction angles were well below the residual friction angles determined in the 
lab (Silva, 1988) which could have led to reduced capacity values. This effect would also 
be exacerbated by the arching effect in the non-plastic silt pockets, further reducing the 
predicted capacity.   
 
6.4 Recommendations for Future Research 
 
 According to Salgado (2008), there is a limited amount of literature discussing the 
effects of silt during pile driving in addition to a lack of correlations related to the static 
capacity analysis of displacement piles in silt. Perhaps the lack of literature is a result of 
the rare occurrence of experiencing large strata of silt in the vicinity of deep foundation 
installation. Nonetheless, the importance of understanding the behavior of silts during 
pile driving operations is critical to the design of deep foundations in the regions in which 
the encounters are not rare, such as the North Eastern United States and South Western 
Canada (Thompson, 1985). As such, the following recommendations for future research 
are offered: 
 
• Perform drained and undrained cyclic load tests on Rhode Island silts 
commensurate to cyclic pile driving 
o Compare residual friction angles and post-liquefaction 
undrained strengths in order to determine the effects of cyclic 
loading on the shear strength of the soil 
• Monitor pore pressure during cyclic loading 
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o Pore pressure measurements taken over time after sample is 
cyclically loaded will lead to certainty regarding pile set up and 
relaxation 
o Pore pressure measurements will indicate the degree of 
contraction and dilation during and after cyclic loading 
• Perform drained and undrained cyclic load tests on Rhode Island silts, 
commensurate to cyclic pile driving in submerged materials 
o Monitor the pile-soil interface for evidence of increased water 
content 
o Indications of increased water content will confirm water 
enters the pile-soil interface which could reduce the effective 







APPENDIX A: 1982 BORING LOGS 
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SVERDRUP & ·PARCEL 
BORING LOG 
Job No 8089 Project J amestown Bridge Replacement 
Drill i ng Co Warren Geor ge Inc. 
E. Peter son H. Shaffer 
Dri l ler P. Brescia Inspector E. Rundhovde 
Date Started 8/30/82 Date Comp I etedl o8./, .3~JlLJI• c8o.<2 
Dr l I I lng Equipment Data Barqe Mounted 
Mobile Dr ill B-40 
I BORING NO. B-5 
Station 40+10 
Offset 5o• North i 
Coord iMt es 
Ground Elev . 
-10.5 (MSIJ 
Ground Water Table 
8 Comp lete ( ) Hrs. Late 
> -' :x:-
...., qu • I 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 tsf 
li3 DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL ~t: ~ PL +- --'0 --..... -- ---- -+LL 
-' ::£ % • 









- [7_. ;:._ 
10 . 5 0 
MUD, dark-bl ue , fine sand, silt , 





SAND, dark-grey , medi um, trace of 






SILT, dark-grey, some fine sand, 
loos e , wet. 
30 - 20 
Sheet.J:.. of~ A33246 I BORING NO. B- 5 
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- 62 .5 
SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
BORING LOG 
Project Jamestown Bridge Replacement 
DESCRIPT ION OF MATERIAL 
1-25 
SAND, dark- grey, medium, trace of 5 






SAND, brown-grey, fine to medium, 




SMD, dark- grey, fine, little silt, 9 
loose, wet. 
SAND, grey-brown, coarse, trace of so 10 
silt , medium dense, wet . 
SAND, dark-grey, fine , little silt , I-55 11 
loose , wet. 
60 
Sheet2._ot..2. A33247 
I BORING NO. B-5 
1\ 
1\ 
j soRJNG NO. B-5 
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SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
BORING LOG 
' BOR ING NO . B- 5 
Project Jamestown Bri dge Replacement 
:z:~ ~ quar.o.., 2 . 0 3 .0 4 .p tsf li:' DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL ..... t D. PL+ - - '0- - -- - ---f-+LL ::;: . o- ::i N 4 c ap ~ 
12 
~ 65 13 
SAND, dark-grey, fine, little silt, 
loose, wet . 1-70 14 
1-75 15 
80 16 
sILT, dark-grey, little clay, little 
fine sand, very stiff, varved, wet . 
- 85 
17 
S.l\ND, dark:..grey , fine , little silt, 





1 . Boring ea-:~red to El. 25 with 
- 95 SW casino. 
2 . Boring cased to El. - 101 .5 wi t h 
HW casing. 
100 
Sheet~ of~ A33248 I OORING IJO . B-5 
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Job No _....;8;;.;0;.;;8..;;.9_ 
SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
BOR I NG LOG 
Project Jamestown Bridge Replacement 
Or 1 11 1 ng Co warren George Inc . 
P. Brescia 
Or Ill er E . Peterson 
Date Started 9/9/82 
Drill l ng Equipment Data 
Mobile Drill B-40 
H. Shaffer 
Inspector: E. Rundhovde 
Date Completed 9/10/82 
Barge Mounted 
I BORINGNO. B-8 
Station 48+80 




Ground Water Tab le 
8 Compl ete < ) Hrs. Lat e 
> ...J :x: ..... .... qu
• I 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 tsf 
~ DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL fuf;; ~ ~L +- _ _wo --I.IJ - - ----- -+LL ...J .... o~ 
"' 







- tz--1:- h'ATER 
-18 0 
MUD, black , fine sand, silt , sea 





SAND, grey, fine to medium, trace 
of silt, .trace of sea shells , organic ~10 
odor, very loose, wet. 
.. r 
• no recovery -
2 
33 . 5 
t-- 15 
SAND, grey, fine, little silt , 3 
medium dense, wet. 
-38 20 
Shee't_L of....! A33258 I SOR INGNO . B-8 
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SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
BORING LOG 
'BORING NO . B- 8 
Job No. 8089 Project Jamestown Bridge Replacement 
.; .... x~ lLJ qu• r.o 2. 0 3 . 0 4.0 t sf 8 h:t .... lLJ DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL n. PL+- _w-()- - -- --- -+LL .... ~ lLJ ~ • UJ. c- < U') U') N 4 c 8 % 
4 
SAND, grey, fine, little silt, 





SAND, brown- grey, fine to medium, 
little silt, trace of snell 
- 35 fragments, medium dense, wet. 
7 
-58 40 
SAND, dark-grey, fine , some silt, 





SAl'<'D, dark-grey, fine , little silt, 




Sheet..1_ot...i... A33259 I BOR INGNO . B-8 
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SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
BORING LOG 
Project Jamestown Bridge Replacement 
DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL 
SAND, dark- grey, fine, little sil t , 
medium dense, wet. r- 65 
I BORING NO. B-8 







SAND, brown-grey, fine, some silt, 
medium dense to dense, wet. -- 85 
Sheet-2. of _i 
~ 9o ~~~~~~HHHH~~~~~ 
18 
~ 95 ~HHHH~~~ ++++++~HHHH~~ 
19 
100 
A33260 I BORING NO . B-S 
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SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
BORING LOG I BORING NO . B-8 
Project Jamestown Bridge Replacement 
DESCR IPTION OF MATERIAL 
SAND, brown- grey, fine, some silt, 
medium dense to dense, wet. 
SAND , blue-grey, fine , some silt, 
medium dense , wet. 
End Boring 
Notes: 
1. Boring cased to EL-25 '"ith SW 
casing . 





















SVERDRUP .& .PARCEL 
BORIN.G LOG 
8089 Project Jamestown Bridge Replacement 
Co Warren George Inc. 
J. Stevens M. Sonbolian 
B. Muh Inspector E. Rundhovde 
Data Started 9/2/82 Date Completed 9/3/82 · 
Dri I li ng Equ I pmant Data Barge Mounted 
Failing 1500 Drill Rig 
I BORING NO . B- 11 
Stet ion 57+50 
Of fset O' Nor~ 
Coordinates 
Ground Elev . - 15 (MSL) 
Ground Water Tabl e 
@Complete ( l Hrs . Late 
.; ...J t"" w qu • I 0 2 0 3 0 4 0
 tst 





- tz- WATER 
to 
- 15 0 
MUD, black, fine sand , s ilt, sea 




SILT, black, sandy , trace of 
organics, medium stiff, non-




SILT, dark-grey, sandy, mediurn - 15 
stiff, non-plastic, wet. 3 
20 
Sheet...!_ of~ A33271 I BORING NO . B-11 
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Job No. 8089 
..J 
> 
SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
BORING LOG 
Project Jamestown Bridqe Replacement 
' BORING NO . B-11 
:I:~ w qu• 1 . 0., 2.p 3.p I- ' ..J 4 .0 
w ~ DESCR I PTION OF MATERIAL ll.f;: Q. PL+- -~ - ----..J ~ Lt.l >- ~~ • 
"' "' 




SILT, dark- grey, sandy, trace of clay, 












SANP, dar k- grey, · fine to medium, 
trace of s i lt, medium dense to 





(conti nue next page) 60 












- 88 ~ 
SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
BORING LOG 
' BORING NO . B-11 
ProjecT Jamestown Bridge Replacement 
DESCR IPTION OF MATERIAL 
SILT, dark- grey, sandy, medium stiff, 
non-plastic, wet. 
SAND, dark- grey, fine, little silt, 
dense to very dense, wet. 
::c~ w qu• l .0 2 .b 3 .P 4. 0 tsf li::fi 0:, PL+- - w-0- --- ---- + LL ~- ~ . 
Vl N ~ t• 8 % 
~ Gs r-~HHHH~~~++~~HHHH~ 
14HHHrHrHIHHHHHHHH44~4444~ 
- 7s r-~++++trHH~++++HHH4~ 
1S~+t++HH~++HH4+++HH~ 
~ 






Sheet__.] of..!.. A33273 l eeRING NO . B- 11 
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- 117 ~ 
SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
BORING LOG 
Project Jamestown Bridge Replacement 
OESCR IPTION OF MATER IAL 
End Boring 
NOtes: 
l. Boring cased to EL- 25 with PW 
casing. 
2. Boring cased to EL-80 with HW 
casing. 
3 . Used Drill Mud f rom EL-80 to 
bottom of boring . 
- 105 
Sheet_! o f __! A33274 
leeRING NO . B-11 
l 90RING f,j() . B-11 
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SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
BOR ING LOG 
Job No_8_0_8_9 __ Project Jamestown Bridge Rep l acement 
Dr Ill i ng Co Warren George, I nc. 
B. ~luh 
Dr Il l er J. Stevens 
Date Started . 8 /30/82 
Drilling Equipment Data 
Failing 1500 Drill Rig 
..J 
J . Fr anciose 
1 nspector: M. Sonbolian 
Date Comp 1 eted ~9-./ l_,/8 __ 2 
Barge Mounted 
> ~=~ f.jJ ~ DESCRIPTION OF MATERiAL 
..J ::E ~~ 
f.jJ 
..J 





-25 r- 0 
MUD , black, sand, sil t, sea shells, 1 
organic matter, very soft, wet. -
-29f-
black, fine to coatse, r- 5 SAND, some 2 
silt , trace of sea shells, loose 





SAND, dark- grey, fine, some silt, 
-1 5 trace of s ea shells, medium dense 4 dense, wet. 
(Continue next page) 
20 
Sheet_!_ of~ A33289 
I BORING NO . B- 15 
Station 69+10 
Offset BO'North f; 
Coordinates 
Ground E I ev. 
-25 ( MSI.) 
Ground Water Tab le 
8 Comp I ete I< ) Hrs. Late 
I 
qu • I 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 tst 
PL+- --~ __ 
-----
-+LL --
• N 2 0 4 0 6 0 8 0 % 
I BORING NO . B-1 5 
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SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
BOR'ING LOG . 
! BORING NO. B-15 
Project ____ J_am_c_s_t_o_wn __ B_r_i_dg~e __ R_e~pl_a_·c_em~en_e ________________________ __ 
DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL 
SAND, grey-brown , fine to medium, 
some silt, very loose, wet . 
SILT, dark-grey, trace of fine sand , 
i="'": ~ qu• 1 .p 2.p 3.p 4. p t s f 
fl:;t i: PL+- _w<)- -- --1-+LL 
0.._ < • 
V> N 4 C 8 % 
~ 25 r-~HH~++~HH44++~~~ 6 IH~++rHHK++~H44+~~ 
~ 30 t-ffiH~~t+HHHH~++~HH~ 
7 11-t++t+-1H+++-H-t++H-1-4+-1-+-I--l 
~35 t-ffHHH~++rrHH++++~~~ 8 ~-tt-t+t-t+t-H-H-t-H++t-H+H 
medium dense to dense, non-plastic, ~ 40 t-tt-t+t+~H-t+t+I--HI--HH-11-l-lH-11-l 




A33290 I BORING NO . B-15 
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SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
'BORING LOG 
l eeRING NO . B-15 
Project ____ J_a_m_es_t_o_wn ___ Br_i_d~g~e __ R~ep~l~a~c~e~m_en_t __________________________ _ 
DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL 
SILT, dark-brown, trace of clay , 
trace of fine sand , soft, wet . 
~~. ~ qu• 1. p 2.p 3.0 4.p t sf 
fufZ ~ PL+ - _w-0- - -- --- ,.-+LL o~ < • 




SILT, dark- brown, lit tle clay , 
trace of fine sand , medium stiff 
to stiff, wet. 
SILT, dark- grey, trace of clay, 
trace of fine sand , hard, moist, 
non-plastic. 
SAND, dark-grey, some silt, 
very dense, wet. 

























SVERDRUP & PARC EL 
BORING LOG 
IBORlNG NO . B-lS 
Proj ect _ __,.T!.l!a~m::,:esu.t~own~..!!.Br~i~d:.!!.g.=.e2R~e,!!,pl~a~c~em~e:!!n~t ---- - ------












SliAL!, dar k- grey, fr;>r>'lr<!d, "'~•hered 
SANDSTONE , dark-grey, few tolialion 




End boring . 
180 













SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
BORING LOG 
Project Jaoes t own Bridge Repl acement 
DESCRIPTION OF MATER IAL 
Notes: 
1 . Full water return during coring . 
2. Used NXD3 core barrel core 
diameter 2-1/2". 
3 . Boring cased to EL-40 with PW 
casing. 
4 . Boring cased to El.- 90 with Hll 
casing. 
5. Boring cased to EL-190 with NW 
casing. 
A33294 
' BORING NO . B-15 
I BORING NO . B-15 
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APPENDIX B: 1984 BORING LOGS 
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SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
BORIN.G LOG 
l soRJNGNO. B-54 
Job No 80 89 Project Jamestown Bridge Replacement Station 37+00 
Or I II ing Co 
Offset 0 Guild Drilling Companl 
- - - A i:l4ifSol1 1\. Dt:~~':jt:l CQQrd I na-t-es 
Driller K Allen Inspector: R. Patterson Ground E I ev. 
-8.5 (MSL) 
Date Started 9/20/84 Date Completed 9/21/84 
Ground Water Table 
Dr I II ing Equipment Data _.::;Ba:..:r_.g~e..:fot:l.. :.::u;.;.nt :.;e:.:d~-------- 1-::I~Com-p-=-le-:t-e-r:-( --:-) -:-H-:-r-s-. ~L-at-e-l 











DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL 
WATER 
SAND, dark grey, fine to coarse, some 
silt, trace of fine gravel, loose, 
wet. 
SAND, grey, fine, and silt, trace of 
roots, trace of shells, very loose, 
wet. 
x~ w qu I l 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 tsf fuf;; ~ ~L +- --'U- ---- ---- -+LL 






r- 5 2 ...,1-H-++++++++H-H-1+-1-++-H-H 
--~4+++HH4+++HH44++~HH 
SILT, grey, trace of fine sand, trace r- 10 311-!H-l+l++++++t+H-1-HH-i-H-H 
o f c 1 ay, trace of she 11 s , organ i c --II-IH-l+l++++++t+H-1-HH-i-H-H 
odor, non plastic, soft, set. 
SAND, grey brown, fine, little silt, 
medium dense, wet. 





Sheet_! of ..l. I BORING NO. B-54 
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SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
BORING LOG 
' BORING NO. B-54 










DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL 
x--; ~ qu. I .O 2.0 3. u 4.:> t sf ~t ~ PL+- _w<>- --- -- ---+u a~< • . ~ % 
SAND, brown, fine to coarse, little 6f-HI-H~+t++t+tt-f+jl+l-+++++-l 
silt, trace of fine gravel, medium -t-H~-tt+t++t+tt-f+jl+l-+++++-1 dense, wet. 
SAND, grey brown, fine to medium, 
trace of fine gravel , trace of silt, 
loose to medium dense, wet. 
SAND, grey brown, fine, little silt, 
]~++HH1+THH+++HH++HH4 
- 30~~++++~HH4+++~HH~~ 
- 35 8HH~4+++~HH~++~HH~ ~HH~THH+~H4~~4+~~ 
med i urn dense, wet. ~ 40 9 1-Hf-+tH-1-H++++++-1+11+1~+++-1 
SAND, grey, f ine , some silt, trace of 
f i ne gravel, trace of clay, medium 
dense , wet. 
SILT, grey, and fine sand, medium 
stiff, non plastic, wet. 
-HH++HHH+~H4~~++HH4 




~ 55 --~~++++~HH~++~HH~ 
SILT, grey, trace of fi ne sand, stiff ~31-H~+f-H++++++H-I+IH-1-++~ 
to very stiff, non plastic , wet. ~ 60 f-- Ill 
65 





SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
BORING LOG 
' BORING NO. B-54 
Job No. 8089 Project Jamestown Bridge Replacement 
.;; -' 
:x:~ ~ qu. l • D .., 2. D 3.J 4.p t sf 
0 ti:. 
...... al ~ PL+ - -~ - -- ----r-+LL 
-' ~ DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL wt ...... o~ ~ ~ ., 
V> 
.: -. a 
" 
SAND, grey, fine, some silt, dense to 14 






SAND, grey, fine to coarse, little 16 
silt, trace of fine gravel, dense, I-
wet. 
88.5 80 
SAND, grey, fine, little silt, trace 












1 . Boring cased to El.-56.5 with 
H~l casing. ~ 
2. Boring cased to El. -102 with 
NW casing. 
I BORING t..O. 8-54 
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SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
BOR ING LOG 
Job No 8089 Project Jamestown Bridge Replacement 
Drll 1 ing co Guild Dri lling Company 
D. Holley 
Or I I ler I. Pagyette 
R. Patterson 
Inspector J. Eranciose 
Date Started 10/8/84 Date Compl eted 10/9/84 
Drilling Equipment Data Barge Mounted 
Mobil B-40 Dri l l Rig 
> ...J
 z.-





io-- ~ ~ ..., WATER .... ,. .... ~ ,. 
-17 
SAND, grey, f i ne to coarse, some 




SILT, grey, some fine sand, non 
plastic, medium stiff, wet. t- 10 
-30 
SILT, grey brown, some fine sand , 
non plastic, stiff, wet. - 15 
-35 
SAND , grey, fine , some silt , medi um 
dense, wet. - 20 
25 
I BORING NO. B-67 
Station 51+00 
Offset 0 
Coord I nates 
Ground Efev. -17 (MSL) 
Ground Water Tab le 
8 Complet e ( ) Hrs . Late 
w qu • I 0 2 0 3 o 4 o tst 
~ ~L +- __ w{)- ---- ----- :.fLL 













I 0 1'\0 I .. .r- ~II\ 0 C. 7 
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SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
BORING LOG 
' BORING NO . B-67 
Project Jamestown Bridge Replacement 
DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL 
See page 1 of 3. 
SAND, grey brown, fine, and si lt, 
medium dense, wet. 
SAND, grey brown, fi ne to medium, 
trace of silt, trace of fine gravel , 
trace of shells, medium dense to 
dense, wet. 
SAND, grey, fine to medium, trace of 
silt, medium dense, wet. 
SAND, grey, fine, trace of silt, 















SAND, grey, fine, trace of silt, 
medium dense, wet. - 60~HH~•J rrrHHHH~++++rr~H 
.ll 
65 
I t"'t:"'n '"'',.. • •~"~ R.-h7 
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SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
BORING LOG 
! BORING NO . B-67 









DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL 
See page 2 of 3. 
SAND, grey, fine, and silt, dense, 
wet . 
SAND, grey, fine, little si lt, dense, 
wet. 
i='": ~ qua1.p .., 2.p 3.p 4.p tsf 
fuF;: ~ PL+- -:.o- --- ----~+LL 















1. Boring cased to El.-37 with 
SW casing. 
2. Boring cased to El.-77 with 
HW casing. 
3. ~~ring.cased to El.-102 with 
-~--~~~~·~r..-------------------
i ' I 
I 0 .''\0IL..,... t tl"\ D C.7 
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SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
BORING LOG 
I BORING NO. B-70 
Job No 8089 Project Jamestown Bridge Replacement Stetlon 55+80 
!Offset 0 
Coordlnetes 
Dr Ill i ng Co Guild Drilling Company 
D. Holley J. Farah 
Oate Shrted . 9/27/84 Date Compl eted 9/28/84 
Ground Elev. 
-15 (MSL) 
Dr Iller T. Paquette 1 nspector R. Patterson 
Barge Mounted Ground Water Table Drilling Equipment Oata 8 Compl ete ( ) Hrs. Lete 
Mobil B-40 Dri l l Rig 
> ...J x~ w qu • I 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 tst UJ g DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL fut ~ ~L +- --'b- ---- ---- -+LL ...J ~ LIJ >-
"' 
0'- ~ N 20 40 6 0 8 0 % 
~ 
;.... 
~ ...... WATER ~ -::::: 
-:::::: 
-15 0 
SILT, black , trace of sand, trace of 
shells, organic , non plastic , very 1 
soft, wet. 
-19 SAND, grey , fine to medium, little ~ 5 silt, little shells, medium dense , 
21.5 wet. 2 
SILT, dark grey, some fine sand, some 
shells, organic, non plastic , very 








See page 2 of 3. 
25 
Sheet2, of]_ I BORING NO. B-70 j L-.- ---
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SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
BORING LOG I BOR ING NO. B-70 
Project Jamestown Bridge Replacement 
DESCR IPTION OF MATERIAL 
SAND, grey, fine , trace of silt , 
medium , dense, wet. 
SAND, grey, fine t o medi um, trace 
silt, medium dense, wet. 
See page 3 of 3. 




~ 45r-HH++rrHH;+++HH4+++HH~ 10HH++rH~++HH++~4+~H I-H++HH+.~H4~H4~~~ 






Sheet..l. of_! I SORI NGNO . B- 70 
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SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
BORING LOG 
!BORING NO . B-70 




DESCR IPT ION OF MATERIAL 
SAND, grey, fine, little silt, medium 14H-iH-t+tHt+l-+-lr+f.-H-H-I+i~ dense , wet. 
- rHH-t-ttt+t+l-+-l-+-+-H--1-+-I+i...w...t 
SAND, grey, very fine, some s i1 t, 
medium dense~ wet. 
17Hrt++~1++r~++HH++~4 -- 80r;TT+r~1+++rH4+~rH4+~ 
18H++H~~H++HH+~H+~ ~--------------------------+- 85~Hrt+rHK~HK++H+~H++H SAND , grey , very fine, some si l t, dense to very dense, wet . 
END BORING 
NOTES: 
19H++r~+r~~~~H+~ - 90 --Hrt+++rHH4+-H-~~++HH4H 
~ 95r-HH~++++rrHH4+++~HH~ 
20Hrt++HH++HH++H+~H++H 
1. Boring cased to El.-38 with 
--SW casing. 
2. Bor ing cased to El . -1 10 wi t h 
HW casing. 
Sheet__l of__]_ j soRING NO . 8-70 
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SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
BORING LOG 
I BORING NO. 8-76 
Job No 8089 Proj ect Jamestown Bridge Replacement Stat ion 70+30 
Offset 
Dr II 1 ing Co Guild Drilling Company 
R. Patterson, 
lnspectoc J. Franciose & J.Fara 
P. Brecia 
Dr Iller T. Parguette 
Coord I nates 
Ground Elev. 
-21 .5 (MSL} 
Date Sta rted . 9/23/84 Date Completed 
Barge Mounted Ground Water Tabl e Drl l I ing Equipment Data I Complete ( > Hrs. Lete 
Mobil B-40 Drill Rig 
> ...1 r-- w qu i I 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 tsf w 2 DESCRIPTION OF MATERI AL ~ ~L i-- --~ ---- ---- -+LL 
...1 ~ wf;;:; w 
"' 
0'- < N 20 40 6 0 8 0 % 
::: ~ ~ WATER ~---
--21.5 0 SILT, dark grey, little shells, little 1 
fine sand, organic, non plastic, very -
24.S. 
soft, wet. 
2 SAND, grey, medium to fine, some 
shells, trace of silt, medium dense, f- 5 
wet. 






SILT, grey, 1 itt1e fi ne sand , non 






45.5 See page 2 of 3. 25 
Sheet_]_ of _1 I BORING NO. 8-76 
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SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
BORING LOG 
l sORING NO. B-76 







DESCRI PTION OF MATERIAL 
i="""=~ qu. I .J 2.0 3 . J 4.p tsf 
fu&: ~ PL+ - -~ --- ---++LL o~ ~ ~ ~ . 8 " 




SAND, grey , fine, some silt, medium 




~ SILT, grey, little fine sand, non 9 





SILT, dark grey, trace of fine sand , 11 












SVERDRUP & PARCEL 
BORING LOG I BORING NO . B-76 









DESCRIPTION OF MATER IAL 
See page 2 of 3. 
SAND, grey, fine, some si lt, loose to 
medium dense, wet. 
SAND, grey, fine, trace of si lt, 
medium dense, wet. 
SILT, grey , little fine sand, non plastic, very stiff to hard, wet. 
14t-.rffiH-t-H-1H-++Hf-H--H-jH++-H ~H*+HH+trH-++hH+~H++-H 
~ 70~~++~HH4+~HH4+++HH~ 15~~rH~~HK++HHH+~H ~HH~rH~+rHK++HHH+~H 
~ 75 ~HH++~HH4+~HH4+++HH~ 16~~H++rH4+rH4~H++H ~HH~HH~+rH+++HH4+~H 






• SAND, grey, tlne trac.e _of.....sil t4----t-~---~,...,20 .. t+++++-~1-H++#FHI=l=I=M~t=t­v<>rv -il<>n~<> wet 
END BORING 
NOTES: 
1. Boring cased to El.-17. 5 with Sl~ casing. 
2. Boring .cased to El.-74. 5 with HW ~;as1ng. 3. Bor1ng.cased to El .-1 18 with NW caS1nq. 
Sheet.l_ of .1_ l eoR t ii.'G 1-10. B-76 
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APPENDIX C: SUMMARY OF THE JAMESTOWN VERRAZZANO BRIDGE 
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SU1MARY OF PilE TEST PRX;IWI 
~~~te~Phil~es~-------------------------------
J~ Br.i.c¥3e Replacement 
1 l. INI'HOClJcriON 
2 l.l. ~. 
3 'lhis report sumnarizes the progress throogh February 1987 of the 
4 pile test program for the West 4Proach an:l Trestle sections of the 
5 JaiOOSt.cMJ Bridge Replacemmt, an:l ID::ludes all testirq of entirely 
6 prestresse:l-<XlrlCrete piles at the site. SUbsequent testirq of catpOSite 
7 prestresse:l-<Xll'lCrete an:l steel H-section piles at the site is not 
8 desc:ribed herein. 
9 'lbe replacement bridge, to be known as the Jamestown-Verrazzano 
10 Br.i.c¥3e, crosses the West Passage of Narragansett Bay, Rhode Is1an:l, an:l 
11 connects North KiiJJstown on the west with Jan-estam on the east. It is 
12 currently beirq constructe:i \lOOer contract with the Rhode Islan:l Depart-
13 ment of Transportation (RIWr). 'lhe project has substantial Federal Aid. 
14 SVerdrup & Paroel Associates, Inc. was selected in 1981 to be 
15 managirq consultant for the project. Gordon R. Archibald, Inc., Pawtuck-
16 et, Rhode Islan:l, was designated as designers for the Trestle; T.Y. Lin 
17 International, San Francisco, was designated as designer for the West 




S\.m1nary of Pile Test Program - Draft, 23 March 1988 DRAFT 
1 was awarded in 1985 to Clark-Fitzpatrick, Inc. , and Franki Foundation ():). , 
2 A Joint Venture, designated herein as the Cl::lntractor. In 1986, the finn 
--r-~ An:Jhles, was awointed t:Xll'IStro.ct:~ctelO'--has,.._.-----
4 ergaged Goldberg-Zoino and Associates (GZA), Newton tJR:ler Falls, Mas-
S sachusetts, as geotechnical consultant. !>.lrin; the design phase of the 
6 project, T.Y. Lin International en;aged Lee an:i Praszke.r, san Francisco, 
7 as geotechni.cal consultant, and Gordon R. Ardlibald, Inc. en:JaCJed Kent A. 
8 Healy, Sc.D., Vineyard Haven, Massachusetts, as geotec:hni.cal consultant. 
9 In the Sun1ner of 1986, Gordon R. 11rchi.bald, Inc. also ergaged M.T . . 
10 Davisson, CbnsUl.t.in;J En:jineer, Savoy, Illinois, as pilin; consultant to 
11 Gordon R. Arc.:hll:lald, Inc. and to the Rhcxle Islan:i Department of Transpor-
12 tation. 
D 'lhe replacement bridge will be ~roximately 7400 ft in lerqth, 
14 incl\.ldin;J a 2400 ft lorg 'IXestl.e at the west end, 2000 ft West .AWroach, 
15 1400 ft Main Spans, arrl 1600 ft East .AWroach (Figure 1) . Foundatioos for 
16 the replacement bridge consist of piers foonded directly on bedrock for 
17 bridge sections east of the main channel, and pile-51JRX>rted piers for the 
18 bridge sections west of the nain channel, incl\.~Cl.in; the west side of the 
19 Main Span as well as the Trestle and West AWroadl sections. 
20 'Ihe two west-side Main Span piers, nlllltlers 12 and 13, will be 
21 ~ by steel H-piles driven to bedrock. Pile drivin; and testing 
22 has irdicated that the H-piles can su=essfully be driven to bedrock, with 
23 ultinate beari.rl; capacities in excess of the specified 400 tons. 
24 'Ihe Trestle and West SIJI:p:lrt sections were designed to be 




Sl.l!tinazy of Pile Test Program - Draft, 23 March 1988 DRAFT 
1 well above bedrock. Ha.Tever, results of initial pile testi.n;J i.rrlicated 
2 that piles driven to the depths listed on the contract draw~s do not 
3 have adeqllateoearm:~ capaci cy:--HilliCe, aectsr~maoe~,------
4 the test piles, an:i to drive an:i test at deeper tip elevations. SUbse-
5 quent tests irrlicated that it was necessary to penetrate to or near the 
6 dense till soils over bedrock or to bedrock, in order consistently to 
7 deVelop adequate capacity. In consideration of the t:ine arxi equipnent 
8 available for testi.n;J, arxi proximity of the tips of successful test piles 
9 to till or rock, the decision was made to test piles designed to be driven 
10 to or near till or bedrock. 
11 rue to the len)th of piles ext.errlin;J to bedrock, arrl for the 
12 reasons d.isaJssed later herein, the decision was made to test a canposite 
13 pile configuration consisti.n;J of a prestressed-concrete tq:> section 
14 silnilar to the originally specified pile, an:i steel H-pile bottan section. 
15 1ls this report is written, the testi.n;J of composite piles is 
16 cx:uplete, with two sucx::essful load tests irrlicatin;J ultimate capacities m 
17 excess of 500 tals. 'Ihe composite pile test~ will be described in a 
18 separate report. 
19 
20 1.2. Object of :Report. 
21 '!his report will SUIII!\arize the results of the test~ of 
22 entirely prestressed-concrete piles at the Jamestown site, as well as the 
23 successful H-Pile test perfonned at Pier 12 (at west side of Main Span). 
24 Included herein are discussions of the soil corxtitions at the site, the 
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1 static pile load testin;J, ard events prior to load testin;J; this is 
2 follClloled by a brief chronology of the test program irx:lucli.IY:J test results, 
decisions,.---arrl-ot:her-reiated-:i:nfonna~at--RiQI;.....J2~-----
4 is described as it relates to the selection of the ccrt{JOSite pile for 
5 subsequent testin;J. 'lhe prqJOSed use of ~ite prestressed =ncrete 
6 piles with steel H-pile bottan extension sections is disa!Ssed ard, 
7 finally, =nclusions drawn on the basis of the data ac:x:unulated dur:i.rq the 
8 testin;J of the prestressed piles ard H-piles are presented. 
9 '!his report was requested by Mr. Graham Ray, Riror Resident 
10 En;}ineer for the project, in a letter dated 9 February 1987. 'lhe report 
11 is based on information suwlied by [MJM ani RIIX1I'' inclucti.IY:J geotechnical 
12 reports, drive records, pile instrumentation data, static load test 
13 reports, as well as selected oorresporrlence ard minutes of meet:i.rqs. 
14 
15 1. 3. SOil COOOitions. 
16 SOil oorrlitions at the site, as irrlicated by soil borin;Js, 
17 seismic surveys, etc. , have been described in reports by Sverdrup & Parcel 
18 Associates ( 1982, 1984) , ani Lee ani Praszker ( 1983} , an:i will be sum-
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1 Designation Qescriotioo 
2 IA MID - Very loose fine sand, silt, sea she.l.ls, ani otqanic 
3 matter. 
4 IIA Very loose to loose SAND arrl SII.:l' CSP.SM.MLl - Predani.-
5 nantly silt an:l sand with traces of clay ani occasional 
6 organic material. 
7 IIB Medium dense to dense SIIND ary;l SILT CSP. SM.ML> - Pra:lani-
8 nantly silt ani sand with traces of clay an:l fine gravel. 









ly silt ani sand with traces of clay an:l gravel. 
TILL lMLl - A mixture of silt ani sand with clay an:l gravel 
containin;J cdlbles an:l boulders. 
BE!I<OCK - Grey to dark grey fractured an:l seamy shale. 
BE!I<OCK - Grey to dark grey metam::a'phosed sandstone. 
16 'Ihe approxilnate location of these soil/rock layers is shoim on 
17 Figure 1, which is a profile sheet after Lee an:l Praszker (1983). Depths 
18 to bedrock based on available borin;J infonnation, a seismic survey, ani 
19 pile drivin;J logs indicate a ra.n:;e of depths fl:all 60 to 240 ft , approx-
20 imately, below sea level. 
21 .Mditional soil/rock borin;J infonnatioo is contained in borin;J 
22 logs, ani a forthc:aninJ report by the Maguire Group Irx:., ProVidence, 
23 Rhode Islani, presentin;J the results of a SUWlementary Borin:] Program 
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1 1.4. Original Pile Design. 
2 Plans for the Trestle am West Approach piles, as originally 
--3-- :i:ssued- foz: -o:n::rete piles generally 
4 bear:i:rq in the soils designated as IIA, liB, and IIC, at estiJDated tip 
5 elevatioos (for bid p.xrposes) ra.n;J:in;J fran - 50 to -95 ft, M5L. '!he 
6 Trestle piles were to be 24 .in::h ~ in cross-section with a design 
7 ccrrpression service load of 165 tons, am mi.n.i.rruJm ultimate bear:i:rq 
8 capacity of 330 tons. For the west Approach, 20 inch square piles with a 
9 design cx:rrpression service load of 170 tons, ani mi.nill1..un ultimate bear:i:rq 
10 capacity of 340 tons, were specified. For brevity, the tenn ''prestressed 
11 concrete" is al:breviated herein as "FSC" • 
12 A pile test program was included in the oonstruction contract, 
13 in order to estimate the required lengths of the service piles am to 
14 determine the driv:i:rq resistance necessary to develq> the specified 
15 capacities (State of Rhode Islalrl, Department of Transportation, 1984). 
16 
17 1.5. Pile Orivirt:r Hanmers· 
18 Initial driv:i:rq was performed with a Delmag q>en-tcp, variable-
19 stroke diesel hanmer, nr:xlel 036-23, which has a 79QO lb ram am a rated 
20 energy (ram weight x stroke) of 88,600 ft-lbs. In Sept:ertber, 1986, a 046-
21 23 hali1Der I which is identical in cylWer dilre.nsions to the 036-231 but 
22 has a ram weigh:i:rq 10,100 lbs ani a rated energy of 107, 100 ft-lbs, was 
23 nd:Jilized by the Contractor. '!his hal1lner was used in all subsequent 
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1 'Ihe fall-distance, or stroke, of the ram is a prime in:licator of 
2 ha!mler performance. With the Del.mag halmle.rs, sane measure of ram-stroke 
3 conttel is- avaidal3le ~f the file) contl:ol Fmr sett.irgs'-are.....,, __ ____ _ 
4 available, rarqirq fran #1, mininum fuel, to j4, maxiJll:lm fuel. 'llle ram 
5 stroke achieved at each settin:J varies acoord.in::J to a I'1UIItler of factors, 
6 incl\Xtirq cushiCJnin;J, pile stiffness, penetration resi.stanoe, nechanical 
7 con:lition of the hamner, arrl rn.nnerous other factors influencing the diesel 
8 canbustion characteristics on the day of drivin:J. Although several 
9 references to acb..lal ram-stroke obserVations are included on the pile 
10 lcqs, in many cases only iniirect in:licators of stroke are available, 
11 namely the fuel settin:J arrl, in sane instances, the cycle-frequency of the 
12 halrmer (blows per minute) . Cycle-frequency data is usually ircluded with 
13 the dynamic pile inst.n.mx=ntation records; however, correlation of the 
14 readirgs with pile penetration is sanet.i.lnes difficult. 
15 Internal cushi~ for the Del.mag han1Jiers CXll'lSisted of a sin:Jle, ct1e-
16 inch thick, 23 inch d.i.amet.er disk of micarta plastic, CXI!bined with two, 
17 1/2 inch thick alumin.lm disks of the same diameter. Pile cushiorri.n;l' 
18 consisted of 9 pieces of 3/4 inch thick plywood, for a total height_ of 
19 6. 75 in::hes; the plywood pieces were cut in 20 inch or 24 inch square 
20 shapes to matdl the pile-tq:l dimensions. 
21 
22 1.6. Wave Equation Analvsis. 
23 wave equation analyses were required to be performed arrl 
24 sul::.mitted by the Contractor for review prior to drivin:J, to evaluate the 
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1 the piles to the specified ultimate static capacities without damage. 
2 Wave equation analyses were not used as a primary means of estiroat:in;J pile 
3 ca~:in;J_test ciriv:in;J; rather, pile instrumentation was enployed as 
4 a means for oontrol of test driv:in;J, as described below. 
5 
6 1. 7. Pile Instrutrentation. 
7 'lhe Pile Driv:in;J Analyzer (PO.\), in carbination with laboratory 
8 analysis of PO.\ data (CAFWAP), was used clurin:J all test pile driv:in;J. 'llle 
9 PO.\ is a device represented by the developers to measure strain an::l ac-
10 celeration at the pile head, an::l to estimate static pile capacity, dynamic 
11 energy transfer, pile foroe, an::l other quantities, at the tiJre of driv:in;J 
12 ("real-tilre"). rata is recorded on FM tape for possible later analysis by 
13 CAFWAP, as cliso1ssed below. 'llle capacity predictions are based on an al-
14 gorithm (catpUter m:xiel) which is si.nt>ler than, an::l inferior to, wave 
15 equation analysis, but which is used in the PO.\ because results can be 
16 produced in a the short tiJre interval between hammer blows. 
17 rue to the high potential for error resul t:in;J fran inadequacy of 
18 the PO.\ algorithm ard other factors, the PO.\ pile capacity prediction lll.lSt 
19 be <Xlrrelated to actual capacity as JreaSUred in a static load test by 
20 means of a <Xlrrection factor, J, dialed into the PO.\ prior to driv:in;J. 
21 'llle J factor, often referred to as a da!rpil'Y;J factor, is a diJnensionless 
22 correlation factor used to <Xlrrect for soil da!rp:in;J losses plus other pile 
23 an::l soil con:litions. 'llle FDA. capacity predictions are very sensitive to 
24 the J factor used in the prediction. A correlation between J ard pre-
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1 initial capacity prediction by as.stmrirg a different value for J. ~ 
2 vari~ reports of a given drive may include different !"'Y. capacity 
3 predictions,. ro the basis of identical measurements, if they assume 
4 different values of J. F\Jrther confusion in the reportin; of !"'Y. capacity 
5 predictions can arise because predictions can vary significantly fran ooe 
6 ~blc:M to the next, leadiiJ;J to the necessity either to select the 
7 most representative value, or to report a range of values. 
8 On the Jamestown Bridge project the J values used for !"'Y. 
9 capacity predictions varied considerably over the span of the testing, 
10 ran;Jing fran 0.2 to 0.9, approxinately, re.flecting adjusbnents made to 
11 foroe the !"'Y. predictions to match widely varying CAFWAP arxi static load 
12 test results. 
13 CAFWAP analysis is performed on l'Do'. data recorded on tape arxi 
14 transmitte:i or transport.e:i to the <XIl'{1Jter laboratory. 'lhe !"'Y. data is 
15 analyzed in detail with the object of obtaining a more accurate estil'late 
16 of static pile capacity than is provided directly by the PDA. l<alereas PDA 
17 results are obtained at the tima of driving, CAFWAP results are developed 
18 sane tine after driving. CAFWAP incorporates a pilejsoil OCJIP.Iter model 
19 similar to that used in wave equation analysis; ha.iever, irp.rt; to the 
20 analysis consists of the pile-top measurements of strain arxi acceleration 
21 produced by the PDA. Because the CAPWAP pilejsoil model is 100re realistic 
22 than that used in the !"'Y. capacity prediction, CAFWAP has the potential 
23 for 100re acx::urate prediction of pile capacity. Nevertheless, CAPWAP 
24 predictions also are subject to significant error arxi IIIJSt, therefore, be 
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1 ro.\ ani CAPWAP results w-ere used th1:'ooghoot the test prugram as 
2 a means for preliminary estimation of pile capacity at the time of driv.i.n;J 
3 o:c..shortl¥ thereafter, in order _to detelmine when adeq..late pile capacity 
4 has been achieved ani, hen:::e, to determine the depth of penetration at 
5 W'hi.ch driv.i.n;J shc:W.d be stq:ped ani a static load test performed. 
6 
7 1.8. static load Testinc:J. 
8 Static load testing was incorporated into the test program as 
9 the definitive measure of pile capacity. Tests were perfonned us . i.n;J 
10 quick, maintained- load test procedures as described in the project 
11 specifications. Loads were applied us.i.n;J a hydraulic jack, with reaction 
U provided by tenporary tension piles cx:llOeCted to a st=ctural frame. 
l3 Instrumentation ani reo:Jrdin; was provided by GZA. 'lhe Davisson methcxi of 
14 interpretation of the load test results was required by the project 
15 specifications ani has been enployed ~ this report, us.i.n;J as a 
16 failure criteric:n a pile-top deflection equal to elastic cx:rrpression plus 
17 0.35 inches (PSC piles), or 0.27 inches (H-pile), as specified. 
18 
19 1. 9. Events Prior to Pile Test Program. 
20 In May of 1981 the final Environmental Inpact Statement for the 
21 replacement brid;Je was approved. In December of the same year the final 
22 selection of design firms was annourx:ed. Final plans ani specifications 
23 for construction w-ere c:cnpleted arxl the project was advertised for bid on 
24 28 Septem:ler 1984 . Bids were opened en 19 Dec:ember 1984 arxl on u J\Jne 
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1 !'Xltice to proceed on 9 July 1985, construction began in the Fall of 1985 
2 arrl test pile driving was initiated in April 1986. 
3 
4 2. ~ux;n:s 
5 Chrorw:>lc:qies of the testing activities, :in::1\Xiing test results 
6 arrl decisions relative to the testing, are presented below. For clarity, 
7 a separate chronolc:qy has been prepared for each of the test piles. For 
8 brevity, details such as blow=unts, ram stroke observations, etc. are not 
9 included in the chronolc:qies; rather, such infomation is Slllllllari.ze:l in 
10 SUWlE!Ilaltary tables arrl figures. For c::x::q>lete details, the reader is 
11 referred to corresporrlence, minutes, field lc:qs and other records in the 
12 project files, TNhich are too ruiky for :in::lusion in this report. 
13 Because the chronolc:qies overlap in time, project decisions made 
14 with respect to a given test pile should be v i ewed in the context of all 
15 test res..llts available at that point in time, including data fran other 
16 test piles. 
17 A total of five piles were teste:l in the Trestle arrl West 
18 Jq:proach areas of the project, as irrlicated in Figure 1. '1hree test piles 
19 were located at two l ocations in the west Jq:proach area, one at station 
20 56+80, between Piers 2 arrl 3, a second at station 69+00, near between 
21 piers 9 arrl 10, arrl a third at station 56+95 to replace the test pile at 
22 station 56+80 which was broken during driving. 'lW test piles were 
23 locate:l in the Trestle area, one near Bent 9 (station 37+20) arrl the other 
24 near Bent 26 (station 51+40). 'lhe station of the test piles note:l herein 
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1 A chart indicati.n;J the duration of drivi.rq and t.est.i.rq ac-
2 tivities for eadl test pile is irw=lu:ied as Figure 2. 
- r -
4 2.1. Test Pile at Station 56+80 (West Approac;h. Pier 2/3. "TP=l"l. 
5 Test pile drivi.rq began on 9 April 1986 at station 56+80, with 
6 the Contractor usi.rq the De1:mag 006-23 han1re.r to drive a 20 in::h sqJare 
7 PSC section, 123 ft lon;J. A drive log Sl.lll'lllai}', incll.lClin] the results of 
8 the nearest soil bori.rq, is included as Figure 3A, with notes on Figure 
9 3G; further details are suntnarizerl in Table lA. 
10 At this station the estimated pile tip elevation as shown on the 
11 project drawin;Js is -90 ft. Ha.lever, drivi.rq was st.c:IRled at elevation -71 
l2 ft because at this point the PO.\ indicated a capacity of 346 tons, Widl 
l3 awroxillates the required 340 tons mi.ninl.Dn ultilnate capacity for West 
14 J.wroach piles. After shortenin;J the pile to 79 ft for p.n:poses of load 
l5 t.esti.rq, a restrike on 10 April 1986 resulted in an even higher PO.\ 
16 capacity prediction of 517 ta"ls. 'lhe 1'01'\ capacity predictions were based 
17 on an assurce:i J factor of 0.2. Holo.'ever, CAFWAP analyses of the PO.\ 
18 measurenett.s indicated 1c:Mer capacities: 192 tons at the errl of initial 
19 drivi.rq, and 196 tons at the restrike. 
20 on 21 April 1986 a static load test was perforne:l, resulti.n;J in 
21 a failure load, accord.in:J to the method of interpretation specified in the 
22 contract documents, of 83 tons (Figure 4A) , or approxiJnately 16 percent of 
23 the 1'01'\ restrike prediction, and well short: of the 340 tons mi.ninl.Dn 
24 ultimate capacity. A rerun of the CAlWAP analysis of the pretest PO.\ 
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1 prediction of 135 tons, 61 tons less than the pretest analysis of the same 
2 data but 52 tons greater than the actual failure load. 
3 1J:I.-a-3ci:site reet.i.Dg_on_2~ril 1986 the dynamic an:l static 
4 test results were revi.e.led, an:l the decision was made to lengthen the test 
5 pile by splicin;J, then to drive to the plan tip elevation (--90 ft) an:l 
6 restrike after 12 hours or nore, an:l finally to decide on the basis of 
7 C1IFWAP results 'Whether to cut off and perform a second static load test. 
8 A restrike was perfonned on 16 May 1986, prior to len;rth~ 
9 the pile. 'l1le POA capacity prediction, rv:M basEd on an inc:reased J factor 
10 of 0.6, was Uo-125 tons; CAFWAP .i.rxlicated a capacity of 102 tons. A 67-
11 ft lorq section of 20 inch square PSC pile was then spliced to the test 
12 pile an:l, on 20 May 1986, the pile was redriven awrox:i.l!late1y 6 additional 
l.J feet to elevation -78 ft, at wch point drivin;J was sttJpped chle to pile-
14 head damage. Redrivin;J c:ontin.Jed on 26 June 1986 after the damaged 
15 portion of the pile head was reroved. Pile-head damage again caused 
16 drivin;J to be stqlped, this time at a pile tip elevation of -86 ft. After 
17 an 8 ft lorq damaged section was I"E!!ll:lVed fran the pile top, drivin; 
18 continued on 27 June 1986 to a tip elevation of -97 ft, at wch point _the 
19 pile broke, awarentJ.y in the vicinity of the splice. PO!>. capacity at the 
20 time of the break was awrox:i.l!lately 180 tons (J = 0.6) I whereas CAFWAP 
21 predicted 140 tons. 
22 'Ibis test pile was then abarxioned an::l replaced with a new test 
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1 2.2. Test Pile at station 69±00 (West Approach. Pier 9/10. "TP-2"l. 
2 Test pile drivi.n;J at station . 69±00 began on 1 May 1986, usin;l" 
-:r~-oe1lnag-D36--23--bamner;--k-drive leoJ~details..are..in::ludec.Lin ___ _ _ _ 
4 Figure 38 am Table lB. 'lhe 128 ft lon:J 20 inch PSC pile penetrated at a 
5 la.~ bla.~ COW'lt (final 12 b la.-s per foot) to a tip elevation of -109 ft, or 
6 14 ft bela.~ the estilllated tip elevation, -95 ft, shown on the plans. 
7 Drivin;l" was ~ at this point, in position to be spliced, because the 
8 IDA sensors were aRJroachin:J the tenplate am \<ICA.Ild have been damaged by 
9 further drivin:J. 'll1e IDA capacity prediction was o to 35 tons (J = 0.6); 
10 CAPWAP predicted 45 tons. 
11 At a site meeti.n;J on 7 May 1986 the decision was made to 
12 restrike the test pile, len:]then by splicin;l", redrive, am load test. 'lhe 
13 restrike was performed on 13 May 1986, with sane a~t increase in 
14 drivin:] resistance. 'lhe PDA capacity prediction was 79 tons (J = 0.6); 
15 the CAfW\P capacity prediction was 70 tons. SUbsequently, a section of 20 
16 :i.nch PSC pile was spliced to the top of the previously driven · section, 
17- brin:]in:J the total len:Jth to 167 ft. On 16 May 1986, the len:Jthened pile 
18 was re::lriven to elevation -128 ft, where drivin;J was stopped due to 
19 spallin;J of the pile top. 'lhe final IDA am CAPWAP capacity predictions 
20 were 278 tons (J = 0.5) an:l 169 tons, respectively. On 20 May 1986 the 
21 pile was re::lriven to elevation -140 ft, at which point the drivin;l" 
22 resistance excee:ied 300 bla.-s per ft, the IDA capacity prediction was only 
23 16o-180 tons (J = 0.6), an::i the CAPWAP capacity prediction was 205 tons. 
24 'Ihe Contractor then was directed to restrike am load test the 
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1 tons (J = 0.6), arrl CAFWAP capacities of 211 arrl 204 tons for ble7*5 early 
2 arrl late in the restrike, respectively. 
1 A static load test perfonned oo 24 JUly 1986 resulted in a 
4 measured ultimate capacity of 240 tons, or 100 tons below the required 
5 min.im.mt capacity (Figure 4B). At elevatioo -141 ft, the pile was ap-
6 proximately 20 ft into what is designated as layer IIC (dense to very 
7 dense sarrl arrl silt) arrl with Stan:3ard Penetration Test N-values ran:J.in:J 
8 fran 72 to JIX)re than 100 (Boring B15). 
9 After review of the data develc:p:d in the testing at stations 
10 69+00 arrl 56+80 (see above) , Rioor in correspomenoe dated 1 Au;Just 1986 
11 noted that the contractor's drivi.rq system might not be capable of 
12 develq>i.rq the required pile capacity, arrl ~ a meetin;J to disaJss 
13 their c:::cnoezn. 
14 In a sutmittal dated 21 AuguSt 1986, the Contractor provided the 
15 results of wave equatioo analyses iroicating the Del.uag 046 harlrcer to be 
16 JIX)re efficient than the 036, arrl requested awrova1 of the 046 hamner for 
17 drivi.rq test piles. Ch 25 AuguSt 1986 the contractor was directed to 
18 restrike the test pile at statioo 69+00 usi.rq the larger hanmer, as 
19 ptqlOSE!d by the Contractor. 
20 '1he restrike was carried out on 24 Septelllber 1986, usi.rq a 
21 Del.nag 046-23 hanmer arrl resulti.rq in a total 11 inches ad::litional 
22 penetration. '1he ~ capacity prediction was 235 tons (J = 0.6) early in 
23 the restrike, with a correspoo:lin:J CAFWAP capacity predictioo of 196 tons. 
24 late in the restrike, the mA capacity prediction increased to 284 tons (J 
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1 No further testing was pe.rfotmed on this pile. 
2 
3 ~r: 3 ;-•rest-Pite=at-stat±on- 5§±95 cw ·dlmroacD· &PliK'f'OOnt for "TP--1" 
4 at station 56+801. 
5 'nle replacement for the broken West AWroach test pile TP-1, 
6 station 56+80, was driven at station 56+95 l:leg.i.nnin;J on 7 october 1986, 
7 usin:J the Delinag 046-23 hantner. A drive log SUI'I1I1al:Y aro details are 
8 i.nclOOed in Figure 3C an:l Table 1C. 
9 'lhe 20 inch replacement test pile was initially 135 ft 1~. on 
10 8 october 1986, the pile was driven to elevation -106 ft, at which depth 
11 the FDA. indicated a capacity of 100 tons (J ,. 0.5), then to elevation -109 
12 ft, \Where the FDA. reading was 160 tons (J = 0.5); driving stq:ped at this 
13 ~ due to a damaged PDA. sensor. Dri ving continued on 9 october 1986 to 
14 elevation -U7 ft, Wer-e the POl'. indicated 95 tons capacity (J = 0 . 5), ani 
15 <:AlWIP indicated 81 tons. Driving was stq:ped due to the pile len:Jth 
16 limitation am, also, because the FDA. sensors were damaged. 
17 In a jobsite meetin; on 9 october 1986 the contractor was 
18 directed to extern the test pile usin; a steel section. 'nle extension was 
19 constructed using a W14x283 section, 55 ft long, an:l the exterrled pile was 
20 redriven on 23 Decel!i:ler 1986. Orivin; continued to elevation -182 ft, 
21 where the FDA. indicated a capacity of 340 tons (J = 0.5); hcr.lever, the 
22 subsequent CAPWAP analysis indicated only 226 tons capacity. A restrike 
23 on 24 December 1986 resulted in a FDA. value of 324 tons (J = 0.5), an:l a 
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1 A static load test performed 15 Jaruary 1987 irdicated an 
2 ultilnate capacity of 420 tons, or 80 tons rrore than the 340 tons ultilnate 
~ter--West-~roach-pilin:J-(,Eigure_ -ll:;L._ ________ _ _ _ _ 
4 soil ~ Dl36/Dl36a, performed at station 57+28 as a part of 
5 the SUWlementary Borin;J Program in the Fall of 1987, eJ'lCOOI'Itered bedrock 
6 at elevation - 179 ft, with the bedrl:x:k described as hard but highly 
7 fractured quartzite/schist. 'lhe test pile, at a final tip elevation of-
a 182 ft, probably rests on till .imnediately aver bedrock, or on bedrock. 
9 No fUrther testin:J was performed on this pile. 
10 
11 2.4. Test. Pile at station 37+20 <Trestl.e. Bent 9. "TP-2"). 
12 Initial driving of a 24 in::h PSC pile, 110 ft l0l'l3', began at 
13 Trestle station 37+20 on 16 octd:ler 1986, usin:J the Del.maog 046-23 hanroer. 
14 A drive log Sl.llllllarY am details are included in Figure 30 am Table lD. 
15 Driving continued through 20 octd:ler 1986, with the pile at a final tip 
16 elevatioo of -100 ft, which is 33 ft below the est.ilnated tip elevatioo 
17 indicated on the project cJ.rawin;Js. Driving oeased at this point due to 
18 the pile len:Jtll lilnitation. 'lhe final ~ capacity prediction was 
19 reported as 150- 200 tons on the pile drivin:J log am 200-230 tons in the 
20 GZA notes (J = 0.5); the CAIWAP capacity prediction was 200 tons. 
21 SUbsequent to the initial driving, the Contractor was directed 
22 to restrike, lerqthen by splicing, redrive am load test. 'Ihe restrike 
23 took place on 11 December 1986, with resulting ~ an:i CAIWAP capacity 
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1 FollCMing the restrike, the pile was lergt.hened by splicing a 30 
2 ft section of 24 inch PSC pile, bringing the total 1ergt.h to 140 ft. on 
3 17 DeOelitler 1986 tne pi:le~iven-to-tip-e.i-evat-i-elr41G-~t-wni""""-------
4 point the FDA capacity prediction was 33Q-360 tons (J = 0 . 5}, in:ticatin;J 
5 that the mininum specified capacity had been adlieved; subsequently, 
6 however, c:A:PWAP in:ticated only 237 tons capacity. 
7 Redriving continued the saJOO day, for an additional 6 inches of 
8 penetration; the FDA capacity prediction at this point had increased to 
9 430-460 tons (J = o. 5} . A c:A:PWAP analysis was perfo:rmed in:ticating a 
10 capacity of 271 tons. GZA then requested a secon:i c:A:PWAP, on the saJOO FDA 
11 records b.It using different soil IOOdeling assurrptions; this analysis pre-
12 dieted 242 tons capacity. 
13 On 29 Januaxy 1987 another restrike was perfo:rmed, resulting in 
14 a total 1.5 inches addi tional penetration. 'Ihe FDA. capacity prediction 
15 r:an;Jed fran 294 at the beginnin;J of the restrike to 340 at the en:l. of the 
16 restrike, based on an increased J of .63 to . 65. c:A:PWAP predictions 
17 varied fran 308 tons at the beginnin;J of the restrike to 370 tons at the 
18 en:l.. 
19 'Ihe pile at this point had a tip elevati on of -111 ft, 44 ft 
20 belCM the original elevation in::ti.cated on the project draWings, but 
21 considerably above the rock elevation of -137 encountered in Boring 0104, 
22 perfonned at station 37+21 as part of the SUJ::plerentary Boring Program in 
23 the Fall of 1987. A static load test, perfonned on 17 February 1987, 
24 in::ti.cated an ultimate pile capacity of 180 tons, considerably short of the 
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No further testin;J was perfonned on this pile. 
DRAFT 
4 A 24 i.och PSC test pile, with an initial len;Jth of 110 ft, was 
5 driven at station 51+40 on 21 Octcl:ler 1986, usin] the DelJnag 046-23 
6 ~. A drive log Sl.llllllal:Y ard details are in=luded in Figure 3E ard 
7 Table lE. At a tip elevation of -105 ft, which is 48 ft below the 
8 elevation in:licate:l on the contract drawin;Js, the POi\ capacity prediction 
9 was 200-230 tons (J = 0.5); the CAFWAP capacity prediction was 207 tens. 
10 Driv.in;J was stopped at this point due to the pile leJ'¥1th limitation. 
11 To penuit deeper penetration, the pile was len:Jthened to 178 ft 
12 by splic.in;J a section of 24 inch square PSC pile ard was redri ven on 13 
13 Noventler 1986 to a tip elevation of -111 ft, at which point the POi\ 
14 capacity prediction was 556 tons (J = 0.5). CAFWAP, howevel!, predicte:l 
15 only 252 tons capacity. 
16 l)le to the low CAFWAP capacity prediction, driv.irg continued on 
17 14 Noveti:ler 1986 to a tip elevation of -145 ft; driv.irg was stopped at 
18 this point as a result of inechani.cal problems with the pile hanmer. '!be 
19 POi\ capacity prediction at final drive was 212 tons assurn.in:J a J factor of 
20 0.9, which is 1!LlCh higher than the values previously used, ard which 
21 brought the POi\ capacity prediction closer to the CAPWAP capacity of 260 
22 tons. 
23 on 17 Noveni:ler 1986 drivin;J restmled, an::l continued to the 
24 maximum penetration penuitte:l by the available pile length, for a final 
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1 blows for 4 iJx:hes of penetration, the POl\ capacity prediction at this 
2 point was only 172 tons (J = o. 9), ~ CAPWAP predicted 291 tons. 
-----------------
3 A restrike on 18 Novettber 1986 resulted in s.iroilarly high 
4 driv.in;J resistan::e (30 blows for 2. 25 inches) an:i a POl\ capacity predic-
5 tion of 180 tons (J = 0.9); CAPWAP predicted a capacity of 323 tons. 
6 on 1 Deoeni:ler 1986 a static load test indicated a capacity of 
7 520 tons, consi derabl y in exoess of the required 330 tons (Figure 4E). A 
8 restrike on 4 DeceniJer 1986 resulted in a sanewhat increased Pl:lA capacity 
9 prediction of 210 tons with a reduced J factor of o. 7; the o.IWAP predic-
10 tion, ha.oever, decreased to 227 tons, or less than half the measured 
ll capacity. 
12 Borin;J 0129, performed at station 51+44 as part of the 5ulr 
13 plementary Boring Program in the Fall of 1987, e.ncamtered bedrock 
14 (weathered slate) at elevation -232 ft, approximately 64 ft below the tip 
15 elevation of the test pile. 
16 No further test.in;J was carried out on this pile. 
17 
18 3. SI.MfARY' OF ~ 'lEST PIIE CAPACITIES 
19 'Ihe results of the testi.n;J on the 5 test piles as described 
20 above have been Sl.ll1llllarized in Table 2. Of the five test piles, one was 
21 broken an:i only two eventually developed adequate capacity, deoonstrating 
22 that a&iitional testi.n;J was required. 
23 It is clear that at certain locations an:i depths, soil~rted 
24 piles have adequate capacity; in particular, saoe zones within the till 
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1 these locatioos arrl depths awarently cannot be aooatpli,shed shrply 
2 by blO!NCOUllt criteria, as there is a poor correlation between blowoount 
3 and static load capacity. Nor can adequate pile capacity be ass.tred by 
4 use of the ~ and CAlWAP, due to the failure of these metha:ls to predict 
5 capacity within an acceptable margin of error. 
6 A carparison of ~ and C7\mAP capacity predictions is presented 
7 in Table 3, for the five cases 'Where the predictions were checke::l by 
8 static load test. In general ~ and CAPWAP predictions were recorded at 
9 the end of drivin;J (final drive) and again durin;J restrike prior to the 
10 load test. As noted on the table, in three of the cases additional 
11 estinates were made oh the basis of restrikes performed after the load 
12 test. 
13 In evaluatin; the ~ predictions it is iJttx>rtant to recognize 
14 that, as discussed above, the predictions are strorgly affected by the 
15 assumed "dant>in;J" factor, J . Widely varyi.n:J J factors were used in an 
16 attenpt to brin;J the ~ capacity predictions in line with the load test 
17 results; hoWever, no si.n;le J factor was foon:l to be usable for all test 
18 piles. As a result no oonsistent, reliable relationship betiOeen ~ 
19 predictioos and load test capacity was developed; errors at final drive 
20 averaged 114 percent of the test capacity, rangi.n:J fran -67 percent 
21 (underpredi.ction of capacity) to +310 percent. On restrike, the errors 
22 averaged 101 percent, rangi.n:J fran -65 to +523 percent. 
23 Errors in CAIWAP capacity predictions were, on the average, less 
24 than in the ~ predictions. Nevertheless, the errors were unacx:eptably 
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1 percent; at restriJ<e, the errors averaged 48 percent, rangirq fran -56 to 
2 +99 percent. In contrast to the PO.\ capacity predicticns, CA.IWIP predic-
- 3 -aens-~riol:-assuupt.ion_.o.a ~tion~irq~),-..::cfa:::;ctor===-:....· - -----
4 In the cr::uprt:.er laboratory, CA.IWIP analysis of the PO.\ data produces es-
5 timates of soil danpirq ard other parameters, in addition to pile capac-
6 ity. '1he results, therefore, shoold rot be as deperdent on site calil:lra-
7 tion as are the Pl:l1\ predictions. unfortunately, at the J'amestc1Nn site the 
8 CA.IWIP analyses were not sufficiently accurate to provide deperrlable 
9 capacity predictions. 
10 In the absence of a reliable Jrethod for assurance of adequate 
11 capacity of piles supported by the overt:A.u:den soils above till or rock, 
12 the feasibility of piles S1.:q:p>rted on rock or on the c:x:ttpetent tills 
13 i.ntnediately over the rock was considere:l, as discussed below. 
14 
15 4. H-I'TIE 'ffiSTING AT PIER 12. 
16 In reviewirq the results of the prest:ressed-oc:u::::zete pile 
17 testirq in the l>.'est AWroach ard Trestle sections, ard evaluatirq the 
18 cptions for further testing, attention was directed to the H-pile dri':'irq 
19 ard testing that had been carried out at Pier u, station 74+04 (west side 
20 of Main Span). '!he records fran this testirq provided potentially useful 
21 on-site experience in developirq pile bearirq capacity with an H-pile at 
22 or near bedrock. At the Pier U location, the initial test pile failed 
23 structurally durirq static load testirq, due to insufficient lateral 
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1 failure. A replacement test pile, hoWeVer, was installed and successfully 
2 tested; the details can be SU!11llarized as folla..'S (Figure 3F and Table 4). 
- 3- 01 25 August 1986.~81 ft la-g steel HPl4xll7 sectioo was 
4 installed to tip elevatioo - 136 ft, ~tely, us.ing an ICE 812 
5 vibratory driver. On 26 August 1986, inpact driving began using a DelJnag 
6 036- 23 hamner; the total driven len;th was approximately 226 ft, consist-
7 ing of the 181 ft lorq HP14xl17 pile section and a 45 ft lcn.J HP14xl17 
8 follower. Driving resistance was generally 30 to 42 bla..'S per foot for 
9 the first 31 ft, then in::reased sharply to 6, a, and l2 blo.IS per inch for 
10 the final three in:::hes of driving, at a final tip elevation of -167.4 ft. 
11 '!he PDI\. capacity prediction at final drive was reported as 390 to 550 
l2 toos, with a J-factor of 0.5. SUbsequently, a CAFWAP capacity prediction 
13 of 419 tons was obtained. 
14 A restrike was perfomed on 28 August 1986, again using the 036-
15 23 hamner. A total 20 bla..'S were applied at 14 (max.im..Jm) fUel setting, 
16 with a penetration of approximately 1 inch. '!he PDI\. capacity prediction 
17 was 452 tons (J = 0.5); the CAFWAP prediction was 419 tons, as for the 
18 original drive. 
19 on 18 September 1986 the pile was statically load tested to 400 
20 tons withoot failure; heoce the ultimate capacity is in excess of 400 tons 
21 (Figure 4F) . 
22 Soil borings near the Pier 12 test pile indicate that the pile 
23 tip is probably on bedrock, although the possibility remains that it rests 
24 on a boulder or in hard till above the bedrock surface. 'l1lere are three 
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1 vicinity of the test pile, Which indicate bedrock elevations rangirq fran 
2 7 ft above to 8 ft below the tip elevation of the test pile. one of the 
3 borings, 817, enJOUntered a boulder near the bedrock surface. 'lWo 
- - ------
4 bori.n::Js, 817 and 829, indicate sam till :inmedi.ately CNer the bedrock, at 
5 thicknesses of 9 and 41 ft, respectively. Bor:i.rg 678 indicates 6 ft of 
6 dense sand, with a staroard Penetration Test N-value of 34, over bedrock. 
7 Tcp of bedrock is described as medium hard shaley sandstone in 817, 
8 weathernd shale over medium hard fractured and seamy shale in 828, and 
9 weathernd soft shale in 878. 
10 'lbe HP t:estiJB at Pier 12 is relevant to the selection of the 
11 OCI!pOSite pile for testirq in the West AW.roach and Trestle sections, 
12 because it provides sane indication of: 1) the relative ease of drivirq 
13 the HP secticn ~ the till soils overlyin;J the bedrock, and 2) the 
14 ability to develop adequate bear:i.rg capacity by bearin;J on or near the 
15 bedrock. 
16 
17 5. ~ITE PilE 
18 5.1. Cbnfiquration. 
19 Varioos pile configurations were considered by RI001' for the 
20 l<>rY;Jer piles required. in order to reach bedrock. 'lbe configuration 
21 proposed by RIIX11', and M.T. Davisson, Consult:i.rg Erqineers, for the test 
22 program incorporates a CCIIp:lSite design, with PSC concrete top section, 
23 and steel HP bottan extension section. 
24 'lbe selection of the carposite design was based on a t1\.II1Per of 
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1 
2 o:Jrrosion Resistance. Use of the PSC design for the pile top 
.3-.-sect.ion_presenres the corrosion resistance, stability with respect to 
-'--- ------
4 OOckl.irq, ani awearan::e of the original design. 
5 Q:llU!IVJ strength. It was necessary to provide OOckl.irg strergth 
6 ani lateral load resistance eq.ri.valent to the original design. 
7 1\p!:lea.ran::e. In the case of the Trestle piles, which exten:1 well 
8 arore water level, the catp:Site piles preserve the ~ of the 
9 original PSC piles. 
10 Orivability. Based on jobsite experience at Pier 12, the HP 
ll bottan section affords the prOOability of easier drivirq thrc:u3h the soils 
12 overlyirg the bedrock, as carpared to the I:IUCh-larger PSC displacement 
13 pile sections. With referen::::e to the high total blowco.mts noted on the 
14 drive log SUI!Illari.es (Figures 3A th.rcu;h 3E) , drivirq tiJne was cxn;idered 
15 to be an iDportant factor in pile selection. 
16 Contractor's EguitmeJ'lt. 'lhe limitations of the o:ntractor's 
17 pile-han:llirq equit:ment were an inportant factor in the selection of the 
18 HP bottan section. 
19 5Chedule. Time requi.re:i for structural design of the pile, as 
20 well as SlJRllY an::l fabrication of pile material for testirq ani production 
21 drivirq, was a critical factor in the pile selection. 
22 ~. Estimated casts of the <XllPOSite pile as carpared to 





SUIIInary of Pile Test Program - Draft, 23 March 1988 DRAFT 
1 'Ihe caJFOSite pile was determined to be the best cptia1, 




6 'Ihe prcposed PSC cxn::rete tcp sections are identical in section 
7 di.n'ensions to the original pile design: 20 inch square for thew. AWroadl 
8 'an:l 24 inch square for the Trestle; however, the level of prestress will 
9 be i..ocreased in the case of the 20 inch square piles in order to pro<Jide 
10 greater resist.arre to tensile era~ durin} drivin:}. 'Ihe len;rth of the 
11 tcp sections were specified as awroximately 100 ft for p.1rp05e5 of the 
.12 test progralll. 'Ihe steel HP bottan extension sectioris were specified as 
13 HP14 x ll7, to be furnished in len:]ths sufficient to read\ bedrock. 
14 To pro<Jide a field oannection of the tcp an:l bottau sections, 
15 the tq> sections were specified to be furnished with a steel errl plate, 
16 an:l with an HP stub section l<iel.ded to the errl plate. 'Ihe errl plate was 
17 specified to be anchored to the PSC section usin:} 9 to 11 ft lcn:J steel 
18 dowel bars welded to the plate an:l cast into the pile section. 
19 
20 5 . 3. Orivabilitv. 
21 Wave equation analy~ of the ptq)OSed c:atq)OSite pile (M. T. 
22 L'evisson, Consultin:} Engineer, 1987), indicated that the drivability of 
23 the carposite pile with an HP14 x 117 bottan section is nru:ginal at the 
24 l<:n;Jer len:]ths (over 150 ft total pile len;rth). '!hat is, the analyses 




SUnmary of Pile Test Program - Draft, 23 March 1988 
DRAFT 
1 adequate for developnent of the required pile capacities, for the la-ger 
2 piles on the project. TestinJ would be required to verify the adequacy of 
3 the lU4 x 117 section. 
4 
5 6. CONCIIJSICNS 
6 6.1. Pile Tip Elevation. 
7 '!he primary con:::lusion drawn fran the testin;J is that in order 
8 reliably to develop the require:l pile capacities, an:l with due considera-
9 tion for the constraints of schedule an:l other factors, it will be 
10 necessary to foun::i the piles on bedrock or the till imnecliately cner 
11 bedrock. F\Irther testinJ shoo.ld be d:irec:ted at verification of the 
12 adequacy of pile details arxi installation methods. 
13 
14 6.2. Pile Configuration. 
15 '!he a::ttpQSite pile potentially prcnides the ability to penetrate 
16 the stiff ovetl:mden soils arxi to develop adeq.late bearin;J capacity, arxi 
17 is reoc.mnended for further testinJ. 
18 
19 6 . 3. Insb:umentation. 
20 Neither the FDA nor CJ>.FWAP have yielded deperoable predictions 
21 of pile capacity at this site. Driving criteria shool.d be developed on 
22 the basis of the results of the ccrtpOSite pile test program, withoUt 
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1. rata suntnaries for Test Piles: 
lA. W • .AR:>roadl, TP1, sta. 56+80 (20" PSC Pile). 
lB. w • .AR:>roach, TP2, sta. 69+00 (20" PSC Pile). 
1C. w • .AR:>roach, TP1(Repl.), sta. 56+95 (20" PSC Pile) . 
10. Trestle, TP2, sta. 37+20 (24" PSC Pile). 
lE. Trestle , TP4, sta. 51+40 {24" PSC Pile). 
DRAFT 
2. SUmnary of static Load Test Results - W . .AR:>roach an:i Trestle. 
3. Q::oparison of ~ an:i CAmAP capacity Predictions with load Test 
Results. 





TABlE lA OATA ~T: II . ~M, TPI, STA 56+80 (20" PSC PILEI 
I Oato ILdrv H....,.r Stroke 81'11 Fuel TipEI Slowcnt I· •••••• • Ru·POA, tons •••••••••• tRu·CIIPIRu·Tst I Notes 
_lJ..t_ ft Set ft IPOA· SU. ClA· Notos OriYI.og J I tons I tons I 
:ra:••-•a:aa:aas:~;::a:s.as;:;;·s::;;s:;;:;;.a;;::m.::s1:z-.:.::::::::s::3::-.a:ssaa.aaaa-*fin•IIUt..-o ........... ...-s--••••--a·sa--aw-..,--.. ;a:;J-- - -
109Apr861123 036-23 I I I 
I Neer end of drive: 40 -68. 4 5/l" 380-400 10.2 I I IStop,adjust fuel. I 
I I I I I I 
I End of drive: 45-47 · 71.4 8;1• 346 340 346 to.z 1 192 I !Stop clue to high I 
I I I I I IPOA capacity. 
I I I I I I 
j10Apr861 79 036·23 • 39·41 1 -n.1 48/9" 517 520 523 10.2 I 196 1 !Restrike after 
I I <711"> I I I tcutoff. 
I I I I t35 1 I Reran CAPIIAP 
I I I !Note·> I tafter load test 
I I I I I IIsee 21Apr86> 
I I I I I I 
l21Apr861 STATIC LOAO TEST I I I 83 1<340 tons req'd. 
I I I I I I 
I 16May86J 79 036·23 4 -n.4 10/3" 11 10·125 
-
110-120 10.6 I 102 I !Restrike before 
I I I I I I Jsplice. 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I !Add PSC section. 
I I I I I I 
1 20Hay86 1 t46 036·23 40 4 ·78.0 93/ft 1140·160 140·160 140·160 J0.6 151 I IRedrl ve. Stop due l 
I I I I I I to pile doonage. I 
I I I I I I I 
1 26JIII86 p46 036· 23 39 4 ·86.5 22/6" I 200 10.6 I IRedrive. Stop due l 
I I I Not e·> I I I to pile daolage. I 
I I I I I IR...ve top 8'. I 
I I I I I IPOA:Correct:ed for i 
I I I I I lser-.sor damage. I 
I I I I I I I 
127JIII861138 036·23 39 4 · 97.5 30/6" I 180 170 10.6 140 I IPfle broke near I 
I I I I I Jsplice. I 




Fuel Setting • 
T ipE I • 
Blowcnt • 
Ru· POA • 
POA· Sun • 
GZA· Motes • 
Drfvelog • 
Length of pile at ti.,. of driving . 
R811 stroke . 
Hanmer throttle setting, at f inal drive unless otherwise noted; 1\ i s lowest, 14 is highest . 
Estimated ti p e levation at coq>lotion of driving. 
Ha~~mer blowcCXX~t: at ctlq)letlon of driving, unless otherwise noted . 
Pile capacity prediction by pil e driving analyzer. 
POA prediction as listed on the POA s""""ry sheet. 
POA prediction as listed in Coldberg· Zolno & Assoc i ates notes or correspondence. 
POA prediction as I is t ed on pile driving togs. 
J • POA correction factor. 
Ru·CIIP • Pile capacity prediction by CAPIIAP analysis o f POA data. 
Ru· T~t • Pile capacity, as aeasured by sut ic load test . 





TABlE 18 DATA SUMMARY : II. APPROACH, TP2, STA 69+00 (20" PSC PilEI 
I Date ILdrv llallller Stroke BPN Fuel TipEl Blowcnt I· ••.•••• Ru·PDA, tons ••.••••••• -IRu·CIIPJRu·Ts t I Notes 
I 1 tt ft Set ft IPDA·Sun GZA·Notes Drivelog J I tons I tons I 
:::;;::::.5:::2:;;::.:.s:::::::::::::::::=-=======================-==:-==s=::a:2:s.;:::.c:::a:s.:=:;;::=sa::=c=a:.:s;;;s:;;;::;;:;;r::::;:::;;.::;;::c::;2::;;;:;;::r·:;;;:::;::c:;;:::;;::::: 
I 
I01May861128 036· 23 . 47-51 1 -109.0 12/ft 0 35 10.6 45 JStOP due to pile I 
I I I Jlength li11itotion. 
I I I I 
j13Hay86j128 D36· 23 38·40 4 ·110.2 26/14" 79 79 10.6 70 !Restrike prior to 
I I I Jsplic.e . 
I I I I 
I I I JAdd PSC sect ion. 
I I I I 
J16May86J167 036-23 42(log) 4 - 128.0 108/ft 278 280 250·280 J0.5 169 I Pile spall ing. 
I I 38· 39!PDAl I I 
I I I I 
I20Hay86J167 036·23 38·40 4 ·140.5 371/ft 160·180 180 J0.6 205 JRedrive. Stop due 
I I (28/1">1 I )to high driving 
I I I I !resistance. 
I I I I I 
130J....a6)167 036·23 40 4 -140.6 21/. 75" 1260· 280 260·280 260·280 J0.6 211 )Early in restrike. I 
I I I I 204 !Late in restrike. I 
I I I I I I 
)24Jul86ISTATJC lOAD TEST I I 240 1<340 tons req'd. I 
I I I I I I 
I24Sep86j148 046/23 (Change of h_,.r) I I I I 
I )Early in restrike: I I I I 
I I 43-47 4 -140.6 42/1" I 235 240 235 10.6 196 !Restrike. I 
I I late in restrike: I I I I 
I I 43·44 4 - 141.4 34/1" I 284 280 284 10.6 149 I I 
I I I I I I 






TASLE 1C DATA SUIIMART: II. APPROACH, TP1(REPL.), STA 56+95 (20" PSC PILE) 
I Date JLdrv Hamner Stroke BPM Fuel TlpEl BlowcntJ ••• •• • •• Ru·POA, tons •.••••• • • • • :·JR~stJ---.rare,.- --t- --
1 I ft ft · set ft JPOA- SU11 G2A- Notes DriveLog J I tons I tons I 
J07· I 
JO&lct86J135 046/23 
I JNear end of driv ing: 
I I 45-46 4 -106.0 9/9~· 100 0.5 JRe<t.lce fuel set. 
I (End of driving: I 
I I 48-49 3 -109. 0 J.0/9" Note·> 160 0.5 JStop d>e to domag 
I I Jed sensor. 
I I (POA t ape: 153-166 
I I Jtons capac i ty. 
I I I 
J090ct86J135 046/23 6.5-7.5 45 
-127. 5 42/12",1 95 95-100 0.5 81 (Stop due to pile 
I I 24!15" 1 Jlength limitation. 
I I I I 
I I I JSpl ice - steel 
I I I Jextens i on, ll14x283, 
I I I IL=55' -
I I I I 
J230ec86 J189 046/23 7.5 39.5 4 -181 . 7 55/8" I 340 340-350 340 0.5 226 JRedrive after 
I I -8.5 I lspl icing . 
I I I I 
J240ec86 J189 046/23 41-43 4 -182.1 Note·> I 324 315-350 0.5 264 (Restrike: 23/1.5" 
I I I I I 9/1 11 
I I I I I 15/111 
I I I I I 8/111 
I I I I I 10/1" 
I I I I I 
J15Jan87JSTATIC LOAD TEST I I 420 1>340 t ons req•d. 
I I I I I 






TABlE 1D DATA SUMMARY: TRESTlE TP2, BENT 9, STA 37•2D (24" PSC PilEI 
I Date lldrv H,._r Stroke BPM Fuel Tip£1 Blowcnt I··· · · ···Ru-POA, tons •.• •• •.• ..• • IRu·CWIRu·Tstl Notes 
I I ft ft Set ft IPDA·SUII GZA·Notes Drivelog J I tons I tons I 
l160ct ·I 
1200ct86l110 046/Z3 7.5 41-46 3 -100.0 64/11" 200·230 150·200 0.5 200 llnithl drive. 
I I !Stop due to pile 
I I I length lilllta· 
j11Dec86j110 046/Z3 It ion. 
I First 30 blows: 5.5 2 I 
I l ast 10 blows: 8.0 4 ·100.1 40/1.5" 220 220 220 0.5 205 !Restrike prior tol 
I I splice. I 
I I I 
I I !Add PSC section. I 
j170ec86j140 D46/Z3 I I 
I Initial drive: 9.0 39 ·110.0 7/1" 360 330·360 330· 360 0.5 237 IRedrive after I 
I Cont. drive: 9.0 40 - 110.5 5/1"-8/1" 430·460 400· 420 0.5 271 I splice. Stop due I 
I I to high POA I 
I !capacity. I 
I 242 !Second CAPIIAP on I 
I l•ame data. I 
I I I 
129Jan87j140 046/23 I I 
I Initial rstrk: 7.7 42.4 294 290 • 63·.65 308 !Restr ike . I 
I Cont. rstrk: 8.5 40.4 ·110.6 32/1.5" no 330 340 .63·.65 370 I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
!17Feb87ISTATIC lOAD TEST ==> I I 180 I< 330 tons req'd. l 
I I I I I I 
:::t::·s::-.;;::.;::;:-a.::;;;::;;;.::;;::;:.s:::s;;:::::::::::::::.:::.:::::::::::..::r::::::::::========:::=:.:::::::::::::.:::::::::::--%::::::.:::::-:::::::::-::: 
!Definitions, Notes: See Table 1A. 





TABLE IE DATA SlMIARY: TRESTl E TP4, BENT 26, STA 51+40 (24" PSC PILEI 
... ......... .. .......... ...... .. ........... ......... .... ......................... 
I Date ILdrv H_,.r Stroke BPM Fuel TipEl 
I I ft ft Set ft 
I 








I Beginning of drive : 45 3 · 106.2 
I I 
I End of drive: 39 · 111.5 
I I 
j14Nov1!6p79 D46/Z3 39 4 ·145.0 
I I 
117Novl!61179 046/23 38 4 · 168. 0 
I I 
I I 




I01Dec1!6 ISTATIC lOAD TEST 
I I 
I I 
I 040oc1!6 j173 046/23 43 · 168.4 
I I 
BlONcnt IRu· POA, tons • • • . • • • •••••• • • • •• • IRu· CIIPIRu·Tstl 
IPDA·Sua GZA· Notes Orivelog J I tons I tons I 
Notes 
45/11" 200· 230 150·200 0.5 207 IJni t ial drive. 
I !Stop due to 
I IPil~ length 
I !limi ta t ion. 
I !Add PSC section. 
I I 
I IRedrive after 
I !spl ice. 
166/12" 278 10.5 188 I 
I I 
69/4" 556 500· 540 500·550 10.5 252 !Continue driv ing 
I I 
102/ft 212 200 · 220 200· 250 10.9 260 IK8011ler pr obl ems. 
I I 
81/4" 172 180·200 200· 250 10 .9 291 !Stop due to 
I I Pil e length 
I l l hoi tat ion. 
11/1", 180 180 190 10.9 323 !Restrike. 
14!1•, I I 
5! . 25" I I 
I I 
I 520 1>330 t ons req•d. 
I I 
I I 
25/111 21 0 200· 205 10 . 7 227 IRest..-ik~. 
I !Pile spelled. 
;;:;::.::: :::.::: ::.:::::::::::::::::::: .::::::; ;;::::::::::::::;:;;;;::;::;;:::;::;:;;: ::;;::;::;;;:::::::;::;;;:;;;::;:;;::;;:::::;;:;:;;::::;;;;:=======:;;.;;.:::;;::;::=:;::;::;:::.;;:::::::;::::::;:;;::-:::::;::;: 
!Definitions, Notes : See Table 1A. 





TABlE 2 SU4MARY Of STATIC lOAD TEST RESUI.TS • II.APPROACM All) TRESTLE 
Estl100ted Ultl100te 
Test Pile I Tip Elevetlon, I Capeclty, Notes 
I ft I tons 
l••aaas;;;::as:::::a::::.:.::::::::::::::-:::: l :::::::::::::.s::z::aa ••-••••--• .. • • • ••••-••••ss••:ass-s-=:s:aa:::ca:::::::s:a t 
Jiles t App<-oach: 
1·---------·--
I TP1, Sta. 56+80 -n 83 Felled < <340 tons l. 
I Pile broke ct.rfng subsequent 
I redrtve, with tip at el. -97 ft.J 
I I 
I Tp1(Repl.), Sta. 56+9S -182 420 Passed ( >340 tons ) • I 
I I 
I TPZ, sta. 69+00 -141 240 Failed < <340 tons l. I 
I I 
I Trestle: I 
1------- I 
I TP2, Sta. 37+20 -111 180 Foiled < <330 tons ). I 
I I 







TABlE 3 CQIIPARISOII OF POA ANO CAP11AP CAPACITY PREDJCTtOIIS IIITM lOAD TEST RESUI.TS 
_ __ _,a.,a· asa~•==•==.::;------::;::::::==::s:::saa~ssaaaaaaaaaa.aaaaaaaall-••-•••,.-••=a:s:sss:::a:aa:;:a:.:::: 
ITen I load Test II ·· · ·· · ········· · · ···POA . ....... ... ... .......... I1········· ... ~ •••• • •• •• • •••• • • 11 N I 
IPII e I 11 Final Drive I Restrike 11 Final Drive I Restrike II o I 
ISU. I Ru 11 Ru I Error I Ru I Error I I Ru I Error I Ru I Error II t I 
I !Dote Tonsil J llow Mi!lhiTons X I llow Ml;hiTons X ll l ow HlghiTons 1 llow High! Tons X II e I 
J••••• l••••aaa.aa:--;J J:aa; J:a;::=aJ:;;za:s;:: z==• I=••=Jaa:••••••J•••••••••)J••••••••J•••••••••J .. •••a-=•J:a===::=.:: IJ=:=J 
11 I I I I I II I II I 
I56+80I21Apr86 83 110.2 1346 346 I 263 317XI0.2 1517 517 I 434 523111192 192 I 109 13111135 196 I 83 99XIIC1>l 
I I 11 I I 10.6 1110 125 I 35 42111 I 1102 102 I 19 23111 c2> I 
I I II I 1 I I I II I I 1 I I I 
I69+00I24Jul86 240 110.6 1160 180 ·70 ·29XI0.6 1260 280 I 30 13XI I205 205 I · 35 · 15XI204 211 I ·33 -14XIIC1>1 
I I II I 10.6 1235 284 I 20 8XII I 1149 196 I ·68 - 28XI 1C2> I 
I I 11 I I I l II I l l II I 
l51+40l010«86 520 110.9 11n 1n 348 · 67XI0.9 1180 180 l -340 ·6511 1291 291 1-229 - 4411323 323 1·197 ·38XliC1>1 
1 1 11 1 to.7 1210 210 1·310 ·60XI I 1 1221221 1·293 ·56XllC2>1 
I l II l I I l II I I I II I 
I56+95 I15Jan!!7 420 110.5 1340 340 · 80 -19XI0.5 1324 324 I · 96 ·23X I I226 226 1·194 -4611264 264 1·156 · 37XII C1 >1 
I I II 1 I I I II I I I II I 
I I II I l I I I I I I I II I 
I37•20I17Feb87 180 110.5 1400 460 zso 139XI0.6 1294 330 I 132 73111242 271 I 77 4311308 370 I 159 88XIIC1 >1 
I I II I I I I 11 I I I II I 
I I II I I I I II I I I II I 
l•• ... :a.-·z::s=-=-==-==:;3: IJ..:~-=~~=-:;;;;; 1-~~· .. =-·•·· -· .. •ll•--··••••••••aa···l•••=#2==::::::===• II= I 
Notes: 
SliOWIY > II Error: I Error: ll£rror: I Error: II 
II Average 11411 Average 10111 1 Average 56XI Average 48XII 
II R.,ge fraa -67XI R- fr010 ·65XII R-e fr010 ·46XI R-e f r010 -56XII 
II to 317XI t o 523111 to 13111 
II I II 1 
Teat Pile Sta. a N011ina l stationing of test pile. 
~u • Ult i•te axi al caopressive capacity of pile, In tons . 
POA z Pile Oriving Analyzer, us<d to pr<dict pile copoclty at the time of driving. 
CAPIIAP • ~ter analysis of POA measur....,ts , resulting In o copoclty pr<dlctlon. 
J • O~ing factor us<d in POA capacity pr<dlctlon. 
to 
Error z Difference between pile capacity as predicted by POA or CAPIIAP and as measured in static 
load test. Where .ore than one pre<Hetion was recorded, the everage of the low and h;gh 
prediction was used. The error is expressed both In tons and percent of atotic load test 
capaci ty. 
Avg. Error a Average perctntage error, us;n9 absolute values . 
(1) Restri ke prior to load test . 







TABLE 4 DATA SUHKARY: PIER 12, 2ND TEST PILE: HP 14 X 117 
I Date I Ldrv Ha.,..r Stroke BPM Fuel TipEl Blowcntj •••••••• Ru·PDA, tons .•••.•.••••• jRu·C\IPIRu-Tstl 
I I ft ft Set ft IPOA· Suo GZA· Notes DriveLog J I tons I tons I 
Notes 
I 
I25Aug86j151.0 Vibro - ·135.6 




I I D36·23 NR 42• NR ·167 .3 1211"1390·550 390-500 
I I I 
I I • POA record indicates 36·37 BPM I 
I I at end of drivi~. I 
I I I 
I I I 
IZBAugll6 j226.3 D36-23 NR •• 114 ·167.4 20!1" 452 450 
I I 











IOeflnitions, Notes: See Table 1A. 
1---------···------
29-9 
395·517 0.5 419 
450 0.5 419 
!Initial drive, 




I Final drive, wi th I 
li~ct h ...... r. 




!Restrike prior tol 







>400 !Did not reach 












1. Soil Profile an:i Test Pile Location. 
2. Progress - Test Pile Program. 
3. Test Pile Drive logs: 
3A. w. A{:proach, TPl, sta. 56+80. 
3B. w. Af.proach, TP2, Sta. 69+00. 
3C. w. A{:proach, TPl. (Replacement) , sta. 56+95. 
30. Trestle, TP2, sta. 37+20. 
3E. Trestle, TP4, sta. 51+40. 
3F. Pier U, 200 Test Pile, sta. 74+04. 
3G. Notes: Test Pile Drive Logs 
4. Load-Deflection a.uves - static wad Tests: 
4A. W. Af.proach, TPl, sta. 56+80. 
4B. w. Af.proach, TP2, Sta. 69+00. 
4C. W. Af.proach, TPl (Replacement) , sta. 56+95. 
40. Trestle, TP2, Sta. 37+20. 
4E. Trestle, TP4, Sta. 51+40. 
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Test Pile Drive Log 
DRAFT 
W.APPROACH, TP2, STA 69+00 
-20 
























Used D36- 32 hammer 
through 30Jun85. 
Weight of p ile + hammer 
Hammer Blowcount 
13Moy86 /1_4
1 16M~y86 ·g 
\ 
Total4700 blows 
Restrike, Static Lodd Test (235T) 
Restrike with D45- 23 hammer otter t est. 
• IIA = SAND and SILT. V.Loose to Loose. 
118 = SAND AND SILT. M.Dense to Dense. 
IIC ;, SAND and SILT. Dense to V.Dense. 
iliA :: TILL. 
200 ~0 







0 I lA 
36 liB 
2 1 liB 
22 liB 

























Test Pile Drive Log 


















= -100 c 25 ~ Damaged Sensor 1/3 
"' 
-110 090ct86 H3 
> 1 13 
G> 
iii 
- 120 Follower .. 6.5'-7.0' 98 
.. 
41 
- 130 230ec86 a4 7.5" - 8.5' 74 
-1 40 76 
86 
- 150 43 59 
80 
- 160 11'1 
104 
- 170 ~rike, Static :: 81 
d Test ( 420 T) :: 56 
-180 24Dec86 #4 
-190 Total 5 1 00 blows 
-200 
0 200 400 600 800 






Test Pile Drive Log 
TRESTLE, TP2, STA 37•20 
-20 ~------------------------------------------~ 
Hammer: Delmag 046- 23 Dote Fuel Stroke BPM Boring 84 
------- -l-91·te;-2-4'LSquare-P-J-S-eoner-&te----==o-=== =""N'==.;.T~p;;;e...,.• +------















Total 5200 blows 
200 







,:; 7.5' 42 
42 
11 0ec80 
170ec86 N4 9.0' 
42 
(180T) :: 
29Jon87 ·· 8-6.5' 40.5 
* llA = SAND and SILT. V.Loose to Loose. 
118 = SAND AND SILT, M.Dense to Dense. 
IIC = SAND and SILT, Dense to V.Dense. 
400 600 




















































Test Pile Drive Log DRAFT 
TRESTLE, TP4;STA 51+40 
Boring 89 
Hammer: Delmag 046-23 Date Fuel Stroke BPM N Type• 
Pile: 24w Square P/Sl"CC:Coirnii:c:i'r"ee<!'tee- -~==='"-=~:-::::::::::::.:-:..::=::.~=====~ti;jc-. r------
• IIA- SAND and SILT. V.Loose to Loose .. 210~.t86 -H!. 1: 1 1; !';!~~1. 
118 • SAND AND SILT. M.Dense to Dense. 24 118 ·_;_:_;_:_.::_1.::'.;!_:.: 
IIC • SAND o nd SILT. Dense to V.Dense. . 





--=--~ PDA indicates _14N~~86 N~ 





18Nov - :: 
4Dec86 
41 
Total 14,900 blows Restrike . Static Load Test (520T) 
54 118 ~ ~1t~ 
54 II A :~~r~~~~ 
34 liB ~~~~~~~ ~m 
29 us ~~f.:F8. 
8LDR uc; . 
59 uc ::::::;~::::::: 
63 uc i;;~~~ 
:~ ::~ l:~![: 
65 IIC ~=:~t:~:: 
:: ::~ ii!i.i 
4 7 IIC ~tm~~~~~ 
156 IIC t~jtt 
1 1 0 II C ~ t~~~~~~~~ 
, 2 6 II c ~~~~~~1~m 
1 6 3 It c ~~~~~mJ~ 
124 tiC :::::::r:::~ 
8 1 uc-M~~~ 
7 7 II C ;~:~:~~r~~:~~ 
1
1 :~ 11111~ f~~jj 
148 IIIA IWJ: 
1 49 lilA ::::;:~<:~: 
13D lilA Efif; 
1 ~D lilA 1t:f:~: 
- 180 ~-----r-----,------,-----~----,------r-----,--~~ 
0 200 400 600 800 























Test Pile Drive Log 




finol Drive with Follower 
(HP14 X 117 x 45 fl) 
}4,ommer Blowcount 
Final: 1 2/ 1" 
Restrike: 20/1" 
Restrike, Static Load Test ~ 
(No failure at 400 l) 
26Aug86 
28Aug86 #4 


























• N values scaled f rom plot. 
600 
Hammer Blowcount, blows/ ft 




Notes: Test Pile Drive logs 
I . Logs ore summaries and condensations of dolo. Refer to 
ongmol records for-com~ele-<le-tcilS- --:---;-;-:---;:- -:::~-------__:_ __ _ 
2. Fuel = Fuel setting on hammer. Range is H 1 (lowest) 
to #4 (highest). 
3. Stroke = Rom fall, in feet. 
4. BPM = Hammer blow rote in blows per m inute. 
5. Boring = Soil boring. Refer to complete reports for 
additional borings and more detail. 
N = Standard Penetration Test N- volue. 
"'IIA" ,etc. = Loyer designation ( !>ee text of Report). 
Designat ions ore from Sverdrup & Parcel Associates 
( 1982) and Lee and Proszker ( 198.3). No 
designations hove been given for D 136, which is shown 
on the log for TP1 (Repl.) , Sto . 56+95, and 878, which 
is shown on the log for the H-Pile test at Pier 12; these 
borings were performed oiler the referenced reports 
were issued. 
Symbols: 
Trace to little clay 
Some clay to clayey 
Clay. to ··and clay" 
Trace to little silt 
Some silt to silty 
Silt , to "and silt"" 
Trace to li ttle sand 








Test PUe: W . Approach, TP 1.Sta . 56+80 





.! ~ -1.5 
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~ Net 2.87' 
-3.0 
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-3.5 
• Failure def ined o 0.35 .. bel w Elastic ine. 
-4.0 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 






Test Pile: W . Approach, TP2, Sta. 69+00 
STATIC LOAD TEST. 24 JULY 1986 











- -. r--r--r.st Faiure 
... ___ 240T 
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.. ___ _____ 
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-- .......... 
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-
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• F'oilure defined s O.J5" elow Elos ic Line. 
-5.0 
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Test Pile: W . Approach. TP 1 (Repl . ). Sta . 56+95 












---+----...1 Cross 3.59" 
-4.0 
• failure d fined os 0.35 below Elostic Line. 
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Test Pile: Trestle. TP2, Sta. 37 +20 










i - J .O Net J .S l" 
U ood ross J .71" 
-4.0 
• fo ure c~fine os 0 J5" elow losti Line. 
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Load. Tons (02000 lbs) 
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Test Pile: Trestle, TP4, Sta . 51+40 
--. 
---
STATIC LOAD TEST. I DECEMBER 86 
-- ~i-.. Load 
: .. ~ 
--. 
---
-,.,__~-- r-- Faiu e - 520 T 
'-· ... > 
........ -. -- 1,-•• 
----.. _ ...... Elastic Une 
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• Foil re defined s O . .J~" bel w Elastic Li e. 
200 600 
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